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ADVENTUREREVIEWS
"Adventures which have a fastresponse time, arespectacular in the amount ofdetail and number of locations,and are available to cassetteowners Simply smashing!"Soft, Sept 83"Colossal Adventure isincluded in PracticalComputing's top ten gameschoice for 1983: "Poetic,moving and tough as hell."PC, Dec 83"Colossal Adventure Foronce here's a program thatlives up to its name amasterful feat. Thoroughlyrecommended"Computer choice, Dec 83"Colossal Adventure is one ofthe best in its class. I wouldrecommend it to anyadventurer."- Acorn User, Feb 84"Adventure Quest This hasalways been one of the bestadventures for me as it seemsto contain the lot. In all it tookme about eight months tosolve." - PCW, 18th Jan 84"To sum up, Adventure Questis a wonderful program, fast,exciting and challenging. If youlike adventures then this oneis for you" - NILUG issue 1.3"Colossal Adventure is simplysuperb For those who wantto move onto anotheradventure of similar highquality, Dungeon Adventure isrecommended. With more than200 locations, 700 messagesand 100 objects it will teaseand delight!"- Educational Computing, Nov 83

-

MIDDLE EARTH ADVENTURES
1: COLOSSAL ADVENTUREA complete, full size version of the classic mainframe game"Adventure" with 70 bonus locations added.2: ADVENTURE QUESTCenturies have passed since the time of Colossal Adventureand evil armies have invaded The Land. The way is long anddangerous, but with cunning you can overcome all obstacleson the way to the Black Tower, source of their demonicpower, and destroy it.3: DUNGEON ADVENTUREThe trilogy is completed by this superb adventure, set in theDungeons beneath the shattered Black Tower. A sense ofhumour is essential!

THE FIRST SILICON DREAM ADVENTURE
1: SNOWBALLThe first of Pete Austin's second trilogy. The giant colonystarship. Snowball 9, has been sabotaged and is heading forthe sun in this massive game with 7000 locations.

. 'TO - „,LORDS OF TIME
Joins our range of acclaimed pure-text puzzle adventures, at E9.90, for:

BBC 32K COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 48K LYNX 48K NASCOM 32K ORIC 48K ATARI 32K
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ADVENTUREREVIEWS
"Colossal Adventureundoubtedly the bestAdventure game around. Level9 Computing have workedwonders to cram all this into32K Finally DungeonAdventure, last but by nomeans least. This is the bestof the lot - a truly massiveadventure you'll have to playit yourselves to belive it"- CBM 64 Users Club Newsletter"The puzzles are logical andthe program is enthralling.Snowball is well worth themoney which, for a computerprogram, is a highrecommendation."- Micro Adventurer, Dec 83"Snowball As in all Level 9'sadventures, the real pleasurecomes not from scoring pointsbut in exploring the world inwhich the game is set andlearning about its denziensthis program goes to provethat the mental picturesconjured up by a good textualadventure can be far morevivid than the graphicsavailable on homecomputers."- Which Micro?, Feb 84"Lords of Time. This program,writen by newcomer SueGazzard, joins my favouriteseries and is an extremelygood addition to Level 9's„consistently good catalogueAs we have come to expectfrom Level 9, the program isexecuted with wonderful style- none of those boring "Youcan't do that" messages!Highly recommended."- PCW, 1st Feb 84

THE LORDS OF TIME SAGA
7: LORDS OF TIMEOur congratulations to Sue Gazzard for her super designfor this new time travel adventure through the ages ofworld history. Chill to the Ice-age, go romin' with Caesar'slegions, shed light on the Dark Ages. etc.

Price: E9.90 each (inclusive)
Level 9 adventures are available from good computer shops,or mail-order from us at no extra charge. Please send order,or SAE for catalogue, to:LEVEL 9 COMPUTING

Dept V 229 Hughenden Road,High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5PGPlease describe your computer7LT
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ADVENTURES • WAR GAMES • SIMULATIONSLetters 5 Software InventoryHints and clues, a place to turn to for help, The latest releases reviewed in depthyour opinions on adventures, advice fromthe battle weary Adventures as artMaintaining standards in adventuresNews 6
Melbourne House has produced a book tohelp distressed Hobbit players and a groupof avid adventurers make their dreams cometrue
Moving objects • 11Andrew Pepper describes the facilities andtechniques that are generally associated withmoving objects in adventure programs
Unravelling Valhalla

Mike Stockwell takesworld of Valhalla

13

a close look at the
Realism in role-playing 17How a computer can be used to achieverealism in role-playing games

21
31

Varying plots 3 4Tired of playing games with similar themes,David Newton tells how he gained inspira-tion for writing his first adventure, House ofOrion
Putting code in the picture 36A software author, Stuart Sampson, looksat the advantages of using machine codewhen writing graphic adventures
Apocalypse now and later 39A war game that lives after a solution hasbeen found
Crystal ball gazing 41Jason Orbaum looks at the direction inwhich adventures are going
Your Adventures 43Readers' adventures this month include atext-only game for the Vic 20 (with expan-sion), the Spectrum 48K, Commodore 64,Dragon and the BBC
Adventure Help/Contact 49Write to Tony Bridge if you need help orhave some to offer
Competition Corner 50Your chance to win Micro Command fromOrion Data

IT'S AMAZING WHO you bump into when you play adventures. For example HumphreyBogart couldn't have asked for a better script writer than Salamander Software: "Myname is Diamond, Dan Diamond. I'm a private cop. I work the Big Apple, a seethingmetropolis filled with human misery and Chinese takeaways (doubtless even moremiserable now that VAT has to be added). Normally I only do routine divorce cases — butwhen she walked into my office I found myself involved in a case so strange that it madethe Big Sleep look like a cat nap." It certainly sounds more interesting than Thorin singingabout gold — which he tends to do a lot when we play the Hobbit.But it's not just who you meet that contributes to the fascination, the plots that theprogrammers develop for their characters add to the fun. So Salamander's man in a dirtytrenchcoat gets to explore a crypt, loses himself in space, and then wakes up space-wreckedon a desert island to indulge in some fishy business. Come to think of it, may beHumphrey Bogart wouldn't have been so keen after all.And now one of our favourite comic book heroes, Spiderman, is set to make his soft-ware debut. So let's hear it for Peter Parker — a hero whose problems centre not on aweakness to Krypton but on a whole bundle-full of adolescent neuroses and a tyrant of aneditor for a boss (no, we don't model ourselves on .1.1). Spiderman aka Parker was one ofthe first of an idiosyncratic line of comic book heroes from Marvel — a line whichculminated in the wonderful Howard the Duck, another space-wrecked super-hero butwith a very low and sardonic opinion of human behaviour.However, the lure of the traditional adventure is not being diminished by the arrival ofweb-slingers and trenchcoat-wearers. In this issue David Newton explains how he wrote hisLand of Orion, based on the legends of Orion the hunter. As David mentions, at the heartof most adventures is a catalogue of objects to be found and used. Andrew Pepperexplains how to make this heart pump more strongly. And if you think you've masteredthe skills of Basic programming, take a look at some of Stuart Sampson's machine codingsuggestions. But don't be misled by all this programming advice. As the successfuladventures (and comic book heroes) prove, and as Laurence Miller points out, it's thecreative spark that matters. The best of programming is to no avail if you can't capture theuser's imagination. And this is not simply a question of adding graphics to a textadventure. The Hobbit comes without pictures on the BBC, but this may be no loss at all.The information necessary to solve the game is in the text, you're free to visualise thecharacters according to your own view, and the game moves faster.
May 1984 Micro Adventurer 3



Magic CastleRescue the Princess from the MagicCastle but beware of Vampires andBooby Traps.

SpyplaneCan you survive and complete yourmission high in the sky over enemyterritory?

GILSOFT
30 Hawthorn RoadBarrySoth GlamorganCHIME(0446) 732765

Diamond Trail
Where in this city Of death and intrigueis the stolen Sinclive Diamond?

GOLD COLLECTION • GOLD COLLECTION • GOLD COLLECTION • GOLD COLLECTION
The Quill is almajor new utility written in machine code which allows eventhe novice programmer to produce high-speed machine code adventures

48K Spectrum if o f  superior quality to many available at the moment without anyknowledge of machine code whatsoever.Using a menu selection system you may create well over 200 locations,describe them and connect routes between them. You may then fill themwith objects and problems of your choice. Having tested your adventureyou may alter and experiment with any section with the greatest of easeA part formed adventure may be saved to tape for later completion. Whenyou have done so The Quill will allow you to produce a copy of youradventure which will run independently of the main Quill editor, so thatyou may give copies away to your friends. The Quill is provided with adetailed tutorial manual which covers every aspect of its use in writingadventures.From The Golden Nib OfThe QuillComes a Gourmet FeastforHungry AdventurersVolumeof theGOLD C LLECTION
\

Mindbender
Only you alone can save the worldfrom the terrible power of theMindbender.

Dealer enquiries welcome

A Superb collection of adventures for the 48KSpectrum written with the Quill.From the fertile imaginations of many authors, wehave selected this fine volume of adventures foryou to collect. Each adventure is complete in itselfand is presented in the distictive livery of theseries to grace your software shelf as you build upthe collection.The adventures are priced at only E5.95 each.
Selected titles available from good computershops nationwide including:-W. H. Smiths, Boots, Menzies•

Or direct from us by post or telephone

•••-i;>':•;

Barsak The Dwarf
Help Barsak recover the treasures ofhis ancestors from the underworld Ofmythology.

GOLD COLLECTION • GOLD COLLECTION • GOLD COLLECTION • GOLD COLLECTION •

Credit Card Order LinePersonally Manned for 24 hours0222 41361 Ext 430

Devil's Island
Escape from the infamous prisonmaybe impossible, but whatalternative have you?

What is the secret of the desertedHotel and where are all the guests?.



TIT1
Send your hints,successes,complaints andcompliments toLetters Page, MicroAdventurer, 12-13Little Newport St,London WC2R 3LDQuill forchildren • • •

MR FIDDLER (Letters,March 1984) and your otherreaders may be interested toknow that the companyScientific Software is workingon an alterable adventureaimed at the younger child.We' are still working on thegraphic adventure, so it will bea while before the alterableone becomes available, but wethink it will be well worth thewait.K J Fenning,Scientific Software,Old Loom House,Back Church Lane,London El 1LS.has timelyarrival
IN REPLY to Mr Fiddler(Letters, March 1984) whoasks if there is an adventureprogram designed for youngchildren, tested in classrooms,that can be used like The Quilland enabling children to writeadventures, the answer is yes.I have been developing sucha program over the past twoyears.It's called The Tombs ofArkenstone. It was designedas a computer-based class-room and home educationactivity. It includes a story-book that sets the scene andgives clues to the adventurer.The Tombs of Arkenstoneinvites children into a worldof dragons and hobgoblins.Included in the package isMake Your Own Adventure.It enables children to writetheir own adventures and playthem.The concept was demon-

strated at last year's MAPE(Micros and PrimaryEducation) national con-ference, and it was theenthusiasm of the teachersmotivated itsThe publishersWheaton Soft-
there thatpublication.are Arnoldware, Leeds.Bab Hart,The Pines School,Divot Place,Hertford.

WITH reference to DavidSwain's letter (February 1984)about the Adventure Contactcolumn: I wrote asking forhelp with Adventure 200 justbefore Christmas. The letterwas published in the columnand I received seven letters inreply. Four in varying degreeswere able to offer help, andasked for help in return. Threerealised I had progressedfurther than they and alsoasked for help.I answered each letter,although only one writerenclosed a SAE, but as a resultof give and take I have solvedAdventure 200.I agree with Mr Swain that itis much easier to com-municate by phone. But italso seems reasonable thatone should include an SAEand write for help. I gave myphone number to the peoplewho wrote to me.If anyone needs help withAdventure 200 I shall bepleased to answer any letters.Irene Feeney,Surrey Way,Laindon _West,Essex.

Makingcontact
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Gameswriting
I READ the article Abeginner's guide to gameswriting (March 1984) withinterest. I own a BBC model Band have found the followingmethod useful for adventureprogramming.I use a • two dimensionalarray POSS(X,Y). Beforeinputting your command thecomputer reads all the data sono restoring needs to be donewhile the main program is inaction.The X co-ordinate is fornorth-south movement andthe Y co-ordinate is for east-west movement. It seemsmuch quicker, but do otherreaders know of any snags?Does anyone else use thismethod?Anthony Foss,10 Ellesmere Rd,Twickenham,Middlesex.

•••••••Valhallapointers
I WONDER if your reviewerGraham Taylor or Legendcould clear up a couple ofpoints about Valhalla.When 1 originally boughtthe game I spent some timemapping the location andsearching for Ofnir and themagic key, but withoutsuccess. I did, however, findFelstrong and this led me tobelieve that while the objectsmust be found in order, it wasnot necessarily in the order
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they were given in the manual.However, Mr Taylor's reviewsuggests that they should be inthe manual order.Can anyone clarify? Canthe objects be found in anyorder? What use is Felstrong?I have found many placesneeding Otnir or Urimnir toenter, but none where I canuse Felstrong.John Davidson,Bretton Drive,Broughton,Chester.
SEE Adventure Help lastmonth for a few clues to thegaining of Ofnir, the firstquest object. Man.) peopleseem to find Felstrong first,contrary to the manual.Legend assure us that this isthe only case of the ordergetting out of kilter.As far as I know, Felstrongis no importance.Prisonertheory
I READ with great interest thetwo articles on The Prisonerby Mike Grace. My friendsand I have analysed and re-analysed the series and I havecome with the followinginvaluable information:Number 1 is either TerryWogan, Margaret Thatcher orSir Clive (Sinclair).The Butler is Lena Zavaroni indisguise.The Village most likely isMilton KeynesThe Prisoner is Lord Lucan.(Now we know where he'sgone).Timothy Clyne,Fraserburgh,Scotland.ThoughtfulQuest
FIRST OF all congratulationson producing a magazine thatfills a gap in the computermagazine range.You asked readers to write inabout favourite adventures. Iwould like to mention anadventure from Phipps As-sociates for the Spectrum 48K,- Knights Quest, which is everybit as puzzling as The Hobbit.Steve Jones,Highland Rd,Bromley Cross,Lancs.
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If you think you'vesomethingnewsworthy, call01437 4343 and let usknow
IMMIM•MIM,Iringinggamesto theoffice

AN AMERICAN firm hascome up with what appears tobe the ideal adventure for theoffice.Called Rogue, it coems ondisk and runs on the IBM PC.You move your characteraround different levels ofmazes, avoiding trolls andquaggas, in an attempt to find

IF YOU find bar roombrawls, fighting monsters,combat using metal weapons,manhunts, archery andprimitive living conditionsappealing read on.Set in the Cheshire country-side is the medieval Peck-forton Castle where you canbrave real life adventures for afew hours or a few weeks.Organised by TreasureTrap, you can enter the 13thcentury for £46 — the cost ofclub membership. As well asan adventure this entitles youto all the facilities that wereavailable to peasants in the13th century which werefew.But a Treasure Traporganiser said one concessionwas made to the 20th century:a shower.The Basic dungeon atPeckforton Castle givesprospective members a tasteof the club's activities. You

UK
THE HIGH cost of telephonecalls is the only obstaclepreventing UK adventurersfrom playing a real time,interactive game.Known as the Multi-UserDungeon (MUD) it has beenrunning at Essex Universityfor the past five years. It waswritten in 1979 by a computerscience undergraduate, RoyTrubshaw, but most of thetime it has been operated bypost graduate student RichardBartle.MUD was written for and is
the Amulet of Yendor quickly.The game is reported tohave a wide range ofcommands — including S (forSupervisor).Press this command and thedungeon map disappears. It'sreplaced by a dummy of thePC-DOS operating system tofool prying eyes — but don'tsue us if you get caught out inthe office.Rogue comes fromAmerican software houseArtificial Intelligence DesignSystems. We've no news onUK availability, but if IBMsells more PCs here, thenperhaps the adventure willfollow.aking dreams come true
are equipped with a weapon, ashield, a spell and a miracle.These should give you an ideaof the abilities of the fourmain character classes.The fee is flO a person. Oncompletion of the adventureit is deducted from the member-ship fee.After completing theadventure the participantchooses a persona and a namefor his or her futurecharacter, and embarks on anew quest.Adventures can span 16, 24or 48 hours. There areweekends set in the wildernessanywhere in Britain and fort-night-long holidays where thehardy can participate in theintrigue of king and court,peers and knights and guildsand clans.Anyone with £46 to spareand a taste for things medievalcan write to Treasure Trap,PO Box 130, Chester.

oss is Us ga
played on a DEC System 10mainframe computer, whichthe players use on a time-sharing basis.Richard said there was reallyno limit to the number ofplayers who could play thegame, but that the numbersobviously had to be kept to arational level.Having worked on thegame for the past four yearsthe next stage in its develop-ment according to Richard, isto make it available."But telephone costs areAid for
IN A HUMANE gesture toHobbit fans, who may havelost their sanity in the goblins'dungeon or over Gollum'sriddle, Melbourne Househave published a book titledA Guide to Playing TheHobbit.Author David Elkan wrotethe book as a guide for boththe beginner and the advancedadventurer so that they canimprove their understandingof the game.The book is divided intothree sections. The first detailsthe general strategies and

too expento play agame," h"Theis to benetworksare low enuse the pthree hoursIn 12 to 1will try to mother countras though tmay continueplayers froDungeon.obbit fa

vg;• d'
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tactics needed to play thegame. The second and -thirdsections give solutions toproblems that are likely to beencountered.Melbourne House stressthat the book will not detractfrom the challenge of theadventure."It does not supply thesolution to The Hobbit. Itonly offers one of the manypossibilities," a companyspokesman said.A Guide to Playing TheHobbit is available from mostbook shops now for £3.95.

in
sive here for peoplereal time, interactivesaid.ulti-User Dungeonmarketed on largen America. Costsough for people toone for two toat a time."8 months Richardarket the game inies, but it lookselephone chargesto exclude UKm Multi-Userns
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DUNGEON Builder IfornDream Software Ltd allows acomputer novice to writegraphic adventures usingmachine code.Taking two years todevelop from conception tocompletion, Dungeon Buildercomplements the text-writingfunction of The Quill.A grid visually aids thewriter then placing objects intheir locations arid enableshim or her to see where theplayer is when writing thegame.The reverse side of thecassette is a utility programfor making stand alone gameswhich can be run on aSpectrum without theDungeon Builder. •Dungeon Builder is accom-panied with a 100-pageillustrated manual. Thepackage costs f9.95 anddesigned for the Spectrum48K.According to the DreamSoftware Ltd managingdirector Leslie Graddon, userscan sell any of the nrogramswritten using the DungeonBuilder, but are asked tocredit the company on the titlepage.
1111111211MMIEW.

Machinecode fornovices

Forest

••••••••••••••••••••110.10.6•••

,

,AUDIOGENIC claim to havetaken the Commodore 64into another dimension withtheir new game ForbiddenForest.It is one of the newgeneration of disk-basedgames and features not three,but four dimensions toaccommodate time.

Programs to retail at ELM
EIGHTH DAY Software areproducing a series of sixadventures which they will sellin summer for f L75.The games are being writtenusing The Quill and will rangein difficulty from the beginnerto the advanced stage.A director for Eighth daySoftware, Gary Kelbrick, saidthe company could afford thecheaper rates by selling thegames by mail order andperhaps through newsagents.The series begins with agame of moderate difficultycalled Cuddles. The player is ababy who escapes with its one-

armed teddy bear •from thenursery.The aim of the game is tofind the teddy bear's arm,return safely to the nurseryand to the arms of adistraught nanny.The second game is a spaceadventure called Quannafter the spaceship in whichyou travel. The player is theonly 'living crew member lefton board the craft, which isabout to be overtaken bymarauding aliens. You mustprogram the ship to explodebefore escaping on a spacehopper.
OPP." • i , 'ft...0 00Sorcerer on the way.
THE SECOND game in Info-coin's fantasy series,Sorcei et-. is in the pipeline.The follow-up to En-chartUr, which went on salelate last year, Sorcerer isscheduled to follow the USrelease on March 15.The game begins whereEnchanter left off: Belboz,the necromancer, your friendand mentor, has vanished andfoul play is indicated. Thefreedom of the land is indi-cated. The freedom of theland and the survival of theCircle of Enchanters are at

risk. Your task is to rescue thenecromancer and save thekingdom.In contrast to the Zorktrilogy, the fantasy seriescentres on magic rather thanexploration and treasurehunting, according toInfocom.The product manager forInfocom, Michael Dorn-brook, said Sorcerer playersNvill advance toward their goalthrough the use of magicalpowers that they acquireduring the adventure.Michael said that Sorcererlaunched for CBM 64

The adventure takes place ina scrolling forest "whichmany have entered, but nonehave returned", says thecompany.The hero is a championarcher whose task it is to findthe evil Demogorgon who ishiding somewhere in the vastforest.

The archer has to battlegiant spiders, skeletonsoldiers, snakes, frogs anddragons before he meetsDemogoron in a duel to thedeath. After which hebecomes the victor.The graphic adventure isavailable from the usualoutlets for E12.95.

The third game is a spystory, still in the planningstages. The fourth is a treasurehunt and the "hardest game"in the series, according toGary. Called Faeriey it is set inMiddle Earth.The fifth game is still beingwritten. It is based On aStephen King book called TheStand, which is concernedwith biological warfare. Thesixth game, as yet untitled, isbeing written for thebeginner.All games are text-only andwill be available for theSpectrum 48K.

understands a vocabulary ofmore than 1,000 words,"nearly 50070 more than anyother interactive fictionproduct,"That capability allowsSorcerer to add substance tothe Zork-Enchanter universeby supplying it with a richlydetailed history and geo-graphy," he said.Sorcerer was written bySteven Meretzky, the authorof Planetfall. Infocom gamesare available for the Atari,Apple, Commodore 64, IBMPC and the TI 99/4a.Dragonsoftwarerereleased
TWO Dragon Data games,Calixto Island and BlackSanctum, already available intext versions, will be re-released as animated graphicadventures soon.Also on the way are twonew games called Sea Questand Shenanigans.Sea Quest involves search-ing for buried treasure and inthe quest in Shenanigans youhave to follow the rainbowto find the pot.Finally, Carnell Software'sWrath of Magra, seems to be- living up to its name, evenbefore its launching.Production problemsmeant that the release of thegame was postponed frommid March to mid April.
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MOVISOFT OPERATING SYSTEM UNDER LICENCE

MOVISOFT,
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VALHALLA is available for Commodore 64 and 48K Spectrum, and issupplied with VALHALLA player manual and presentation box.VALHALLA is normally available from stock, and orders are despatched byreturn. If, for any reason we are unable to fulfil your order within 14 days ofreceipt, we will notify you.VALHALLA cassettes carry an unconditional lifetime replacement guarantee.Commodore VALHALLA: Commodore printer optional, discs not supported.Spectrum VALHALLA. ZX printer optional, microdrives and full-size printers notsupported.TO ORDER: (UK Only) Simply complete the coupon, and FREEPOST withyour cheque/P.O. made payable to LEGEND.BY TELEPHONE: 0223-312453, Mon-Fri, 9-5.30, stating name and address,card No. and item(s) required.RETAILERS: Please contact your regular distributor.CORRESPONDENCE: LEGEND (Customer Relations), National Works,Bath Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.

... • ••.4%, :4 ;••-, • ••• •pr..mg:0,mt,

Post to: - LEGEND FREEPOST,• P.O.BOX 435, LONDON E4
I Please send me . . . .copy/copiesofVALHALLA for theCOMMODORE 64

Please send mecopy/copies ofVALHALLA for the48K SPECTRUM
I enclose cheque/P.O. for E  rid?(E14.95 each incl. VAT and P&P).Or I wish to pay by Access/Barclaycard/VisaCard NoPlease print name and addressNameAddress
Credit Card holder's signature.

•,••;,,,••4-3•

COMMODORE 64& 48K SPECTRUM
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* Cash prizes for your own fantasyadventures
* 'Out of the Pit' background features onmonsters, mapping, and Allansia thefighting fantasy kingdom* A new WARLOCK OF FIRETOPMOUNTAIN Quest
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GE1Tti
VIRTUALLY ALL adventure programs Andrew Pepper describes the program techniquesallow the user to manipulate objects. Theprograms have to provide facilities to that allow a player to move objects in an adventureGET or DROP objects. But special should check that the user has not enteredfacilities and techniques are associated the name of a monster or some otherwith moving objects. p e r s o n  in the adventure. If this is doneIn adventure programs the user can GET then the following type of situation isan object, move to some other room and avoided:DROP it there. The user can learn what You are in a magical hall.objects are being carried by requesting an There is a wizard here.inventory. There are some variations Get wizard.about this basic scheme. I will describe 1 can't see that.them but I will not explain how they are The system has apparently suddenlyimplemented. They are a complication forgotten about the wizard. If the systemwhich would only obscure the points I am checks that the object requested actually istrying to illustrate. a n  object then the dialogue would beThere may be some objects which more like:cannot be moved. The program has to You are in a magical hall.perform checks when the user tries to get There is a wizard here.such an object and tell the user that the Get wizard.object is impossible to move. When the You can't get people!user requests to get an object the system One problem that will be described in10 REM ***ill demo adventure - loving objects

An example of an adventure that incorporates moving objects

•

20--REM30 DIM N$(10),N(10),DS(10)40 RESTORE 69050 B = 660 FOR I = 0 TO B•0 READ N$(1)1N(I)80 NEXT I90 D$(0) = 'is as: DM) = 'is some: D$(2) = dare some*100 E$(0) = 'A': DU) °Smiled : E$(2) = "Some'110 REM
120 REM **** initialization complete130 R = 1140 GOSH 590 : REM *** describe room150 PRINT "Move, Get, Drop or Inventory";160 INPUT As170 IF AS =  ' THEN 150180 AS = LEFTS(A$11)190 A = ASC(AS)200 AS = CHRS(A AND 95)210 IF As <> "MR THEN 260220 PRINT "Which room number";230 INPUT R240 IF R ( 1 OR R > 10 THEN 220250 GOTO 140260 IF AS <> "G" THEN 340
270 PRINT 'Enter object name";280 INPUT Al290 GOSH 530 :REM see if object exists300 IF I = 99 THEN PRINT "I can't see one of those!' : GOTO 140310 IF N(I) <> R THEN PRINT "I can't see that here!': GOTO 140320 N(I) = -1330 PRINT "OK": GOTO 140340 IF AS <> "D" THEN 420350 PRINT "Enter object name";360 LINPUT A$370 GOSH 530 : REM see if object exists

no things moving
more detail concerns the type of object.Suppose you are writing an adventure andhave placed some gold and a knife in aroom. If you are not careful the roommight be described like this:Mere is a knife here.There is a gold here.You could avoid the problems bydescribing the gold as "a gold bar",however I recommend implementing amore general scheme: for each object inthe adventure the name of the object isstored. The first character of the name is anumber which indicates the type ofdescription to use for the object. Forexample the knife is stored with the name°knife. The system will describe this as aknife. Gold is stored with the name Igoldand this will be described as some gold.Having decided the type of facilities wewant to have within the program we canstart to design the computer code. Whendescribing the code I will only use the socalled ANSI BASIC.I will store the names in a string array,NI$0. The first character of the name willindicate the type of description to be usedfor the object. As well as this string array Iwill also have a numeric array NO tocontain the room number in which theobject is held. To indicate that the objectis being carried by the user then we will setthe room number to -- I.Four commands
There is an initialisation section, lines 10to 130. This sets-up the objects in theadventure and initializes the phrases, in e$and d$, which describe particular objects.The current room number is given and anyobjects in the room listed. Instead ofwriting a full parser to decode an Englishphrase entered by the user, the systemmerely displays the four commands whichthe system accepts and requests the onerequired (lines 140 to 200).The MOVE command (lines 220 to 250)requests and obtains a new room number.In a full adventure program the usermoves around using compass points. TheGET command (lines 270 to 330) checksthat an object exists, checks that the objectis in the room and, providing all is well,GETs the object (changes its roomnumber to — 1).
The DROP command (lines 350 to 410)checks that an object exists, checks that theobject is being carried and, providing all iswell, DROPs the object (changes its roomnumber to the current room).The inventory command (lines 430 to520) lists all the objects which has as aroom number 1. If there are no objectswith this room number then the user iscarrying nothing. Note in particular thecode in lines 480 and 490, which decide
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380 IF I = 99 THEN PRINT 81 don't know that object': 80TO 140390 IF N(I) 0 -1 THEN PRINT You are not carrying that": GOTO 140400 N(I) = R410 BOTO 330420 IF A$ 'Is THEN 140430 PRINT You are carrying:s440 C = 0 : REM c used to count objects450 FOR I = 0 TO B460 IF N(I) <> -1 THEN 500470 C = C + 1480 A = VAL(LEFT$(N$(1),1))490 PRINT ECA);";MID(N$(1)52,99)500 NEXT I
510 IF C = 0 THEN PRINT "Nothings520 8010 140530 I = 0540 IF LEFT$0$14) = MIWN$(1),214) THEN RETURN550 I = I + 1560 IF I <= B THEN 540570 I = 99580 RETURN590 PRINT600 PRINT 'You are in room";RAlft_PRINT620 FOR I = 0 TO B630 IF N(I) R THEN 660640 A = VAIALEFT0$(1),1))650 PRINT 'There sP$(1);" IMID$(N$(1)12199);* here"660 NEXT I670 PRINT680 RETURN
6/0 DATA °Oknifem,2,flOgun"Ilifflgold"161"2silver bars",8,9foody9y0bott1e,7700 DATA "0lasel5

•

a
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41 how the object is to be described in theadventure.Lines 530 to 580 are a subroutine whichchecks if the object A$ exists. If it isamongst the list of objects then the objectnumber is returned in i. If the object doesnot exist then i is set to 99. Lines 590 to680 display the room number.You will almost certainly be able toproduce a shorter version of the programif you write it specifically for yourmachine. When run the program willshow: You are in room I.There is a gun here.Move, Get, Drop or Inventory?Type the initial letter of the commandwhich you want. For example if you wantto get the gun then type "G". Your screenwill show: Enter object name?Enter "gun". The system will show:Enter object name? gunOKYou are in roomMove, Get, Drop or Inventory?Note that the gun has disappeared fromthe room. If you request an inventory, byentering I, then the system will tell you thatyou are carrying the gun.There are other things to note. Thedescriptions are all consistent. The systemwill say "There is some gold" or "Thereare some silver bars" as appropriate. It ispossible to get objects from one room,move to another room and drop it.As I indicated there are some extensionswhich could add to the example programs.For example it would be quite easy toplace a limit on the number of objectswhich the user can carry. However theexample program is quite close to the realprograms that are written. ri
Alt.•Ad'YORE Al"akt4c Zungeon Zitilber

Now you can write your own machine-codeGRAPHIC ADVENTURES quickly and easily.These are ACTUAL screen photographs.

Place Player or Object Create Colour Picture Add Text and LogicPlay or Save Game
That's it! Your game can even run on 48K SPECTRUMS without the Dungeon Builder being present. This is a superb and very comprehensive program. It is suppliedcomplete with a 100 page fully illustrated book, demonstration game and "make utility" progi-am for making stand-alone games.

aAll this for LESS than flO!! Yes — only £9.95 SPECTRUM 48K
All programs available from larger branches of computer shops and direct from Dream Software Ltd by posting this form.Dealers, please contact Mr Thomas (Sales Manager) on 0256-25107 Dream Software Ltd., P.O. Box 64, Basingstoke, Hants. RG21 2LBDealer enquiries welcome
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SPECTRUM

PROGRAMMERS We will give you a first class deal on HIGH QUALITY programs-for the SPECTRUM, COMMODORE 64, BBC, and QL.Please send your program (enclosing SAE for return), or write or phone.



Unrave
WITHOUT DOUBT, Valhalla is verycomplex, both as a game and as aprogram. Preceded by many mysteriousadverts, it was finally released on October2 last year to much critical acclaim. Sincethen it has brought in around £2 millionworth of sales to its publishers, Legend.Based loosely on a Norse legend, itdepicts Asgard, the mythical home of thegods, which is surrounded by two otherareas, Midgard and Hell. The aim of thegame is to collect six quest objects andthereby enter Valhalla, which was theNorse equivalent of paradise.The problem when writing articles aboutadventures is that it is all too easy to giveinformation away that spoils theadventure for those people who haven'tgot as far as the bit you're talking about.So, although I will not reveal any majorsecrets I will mention facts that somepeople may not wish to know (yet). Youhave been warned.The world of Valhalla consists of 81locations, all unique, although some mayappear very similar to the unwaryexplorer. The map is nine by nine in size,and has the unusual characteristic thatleaving a location in one direction meansthat you will enter the next from theopposite way. For example if you exit tothe west you will enter the next place fromthe east. This of course holds true for allof the directions, as does the fact that ifyou go back the way you came you end upwhere you came from (if you see what Imean).Although this may seem obvious,Valhalla is the only adventure I haveplayed that holds rigorously to theserules However, in common with other
Starting line600060506100615062006250630063506400645065006550
*It is not advisable to use "who" for abreak-in routine, as, providing acommand is not waiting to beexecuted, the program does a "who"automaticall), when you enter alocation

A list of utility routinesmetEm.•

ActionPauseSaveListNOT USEDWho*LoadPrintNoprintCopyWhatWhereHelp

ligValhalla
Mike Stockwell puts Valhalla under the magnifying glass,being careful not to reveal critical cluesadventures, some routes are one-wayonly, although again this is not asfrequent as one might expect.Some areas can only be reached. if youare carrying a certain quest object, or ifyou have somebody with you. Theopposite can also apply — you may haveto drop an object or tell someone to goaway, though not too rudely unless youwant a visit from Mary.Each location can hold no more thansix objects, including chests/cupboardsand any items in them. To prevent this rulebeing broken, if at any time an extraobject is dropped in a location thatalready has six in it, the aptly-namedKlepto comes in and steals the surplusobject.

Finding Oink
Unfortunately there is a bug in thisroutine — try putting six objects in a chest.This equals seven objects altogether, so incomes Klepto and the programcrashes, usually with a Subscript Wrongerror, although odder effects have beenknown. The same, of course, applies tocupboards.Just under half (38) of the total numberof locations in Valhalla can be reachedwithout having found Ofnir, and for thesake of secrecy it is mainly this part of theworld that I will be investigating. Theaccompanying map shows the whole ofValhalla, but with only those 38 locationsmapped out. Of course, Ofnir is in theresomewhere, but I'm afraid that you'll haveto find it yourself. Here's an additionalclue to the one in the manual: head northboldly, but remember that giants may getin the way. Once Ofnir has been found,this allows access to several newlocations, and so to DrapnirOne common problem seems to be howto get out of El Vinos, whose distinguish-ing features are a very tightly locked chestfull of wine and a resident drunk, theinfamous Mary, who is in possession ofno less than six bottles of wine and yetsteadfastly guards a chest that she can'topen.There is no obvious way out and noringvvay, and although the HELP routineassures you that you can go N, NE, E, SEor NW (an apparent bug which I shallmention presently) it took me a very longtime to suss out that all you have to do isFF0 TEMLEH RUOY EKAT (read back-wards) before attempting to exit. Similarlyyou cannot go north from location 51(see map) if you are carrying an axe,though since I always choose a sword thishas never particularly bothered me.Valhalla (the program that is) comprises20K of BASIC, 71/2K of variables which

are added to as the program is run, andabout 12K of machine code. Initially I wasquite surprised to find so much BASICinvolved, but I think that Legend werequite justified in using it.The machine code handles the actualdrawing of the graphics, and the visualmovement of the characters, as well asscanning your input for recognisablekc-ywords (cat, drink, throw, etc). It alsohandles the keyboard via its own vectored(IM 2) interrupt scheme, thus allowing youto type in up to two commands whileaction is proceeding on the screen.All that the BASIC is left to do isactually run the game, acting on inform-ation from the player (via the machinecode) and outputting messages andgraphics (both again done in machinecode). This, of course, involves a lot oflogic to ensure that characters don'toverlap each other on the screen (itdoesn't always succeed) or that when Marycomes in to thump you for misbehaviourshe isn't already on the screen. (Alcoholic-ally induced double-vision perhaps?) Italso controls the results of fights, eatingand drinking, in fact most of thebehaviour that you see.The BASIC .part of the program is easyenough to examine, for the program isnot protected — rather surprising, con-sidering the price of it — though thisdoesn't seem to have done Legend'sprofits any harm.In my opinion it is well written, althoughthere are bound to be people who willdisagree. The programmers have madeextensive use of user-defined functionsand logical conditions for simplification,and is quite easy to follow once yourealise what's going on and bother tolook up the definitions of some of themore commonly used functions.
A puzzle
To save memory, variables are usedinstead of some of the more commonlyused numbers (thus saving six bytes everytime one is used) eg o 0, I= 1, z 2,k3 =3, k4 = 4 and so on up to 10, where itgoes 10, 11, 12 up to z0 (20). There arealso others for such numbers as 255. 39(the number of people in the adventure)and so on.All the words used in the adventure arestored in an array, ci$(255,11), althoughfor technical reasons too long to go intohere, not all of the array elements areused.The first character in each entry is theCHRS of the length of the word stored inthe next nine characters. The last characterin each entry is a bit of a puzzle, but I amreasonably sure that it indicates >
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46 31 47

76 AREA66OF LAKES

MIDGARD

77 21IN MIDGARDMIDGARD

67 68 48FOREST INMARSH INMIDGARD MIDGARD

46 31 47CAVE IN MARSH INMIDGARD MIDGARD

73 71KRANK'SHALL

64 67AREA OFLAKES INMIDGARD

55 58FORESTINMIDGARD

59

74 48MARSH INMIDGARD
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56 39PLAIN INMIDGARD
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75 4 6MOUN-TAINS INMIDGARD

66ELVINOS

48HELLGATE

39ICYWASTE INHELL
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< to the system whether the word is anoun, verb or proper name. There are, notsurprisingly, several user-defined functionsfor extracting words from this array. Themain ones being FN w$(n), which returns astring containing the nth word in thearray, cut down to size, and FN b$(n)which works like FN w$ but adds "a" or"some" in front of the word asappropriate, eg "some food". Altogetherthere are 165 words that will be recog-nised, including 14 swear words.As far as I can make out everything elsein the program relates back to this array.There are two other arrays of interest,c$(39,20) and m$(81,18) which holdsinformation about 39 characters.Although I have successfully investi-

58 29PLAIN INMIDGARD

49 47MARSH INMIDGARD

40 6RANKLE'SHALL

31ICYWASTE INHELL

50 21MOUN-TAINS INMIDGARD

78 5 0ASGARD

69 51FORESTINASGARD

60 6 6ASGARD

A151 6 8AREA OFLAKES INASGARD

•

14 71 S aSNIR>d<
15MOUN-TAINS INHELL

6 7 1A CAVEIN HELL

The Valhalla map which shows the three tnain regions included in the game with explanations below

gated both, and even written programswhich print complete descriptions of everycharacter and location in the game world,I am rather reluctant to divulge themethods as it is all too easy to find outwhere the quest objects are kept (thoughnot how to get to them) and it spoils thefun for those who, like me, love dredgingthrough other people's programs. Tostart you off though as previouslymentioned everything is vectored throughd$, and so the 39 characters (not steps) arearranged in the same order as their namesin d$, which just happen to run from d$(1)"you", to 0(39) — "Raven".Similarly the objects that you (oranybody else) are carrying are representedin c$ by their position in d$, eg "ring" is

79THOR'SHALL

ASGARD

70 53MOUN-TAINS INASGARD

61FORESTINASGARD

52AREA OFLAKES INASGARD

80SHVL 814JAS
G

71 1 4VALHEIM

62ASGARD

53 5 6MOUN-TAINS INASGARD

81 21

dEP

9

1. The number in bold in the top-left of each box is the location number, the number in the top-right is where the ringway (if present) leads to2. A solid line indicates that you can travel freely along it (except where indicated by a one-way arrow)3. A dotted line means that you can only travel in the direction shown provided you have satisfied the condition indicated by the accompanying letter(see below)4. Some routes are conditional in one direction but not in the other (eg 69-78)5. Only locations accessible without any quest objects are shown in full.
Key: A Must not be carrying axe, B Need Boldir present, D Need Odin present, F Must be carrying Ofnir, G Must be carrying Grimnir (!), H Mustnot be carrying helmet, K Must not have Krank present, Sa Must be carrying Skalir, So Must be carrying Skornir.

d$(85) and so if Odin is carrying a ring, itappears somewhere in c$(3) as CHR$ 85,"Odin" being the third element of d$. C$also holds your attributes, ie good/bad-ness, charisma, strength, bravery, brains,and a sixth which I call, rather unorigin-ally, "the 'X' factor". If anybody knowswhat it really is then please write in and letme know. Also in C$ is your current (asopposed to maximum possible) strength.Altering the latter means that you canchoose your start position — it couldeven be Valhalla itself, although thatwould take the fun out of it. Strangelyenough, although your exact position onthe screen is also saved in c$, the directionin which you're facing is stored in an arrayd(39) for the 39 characters. As far as I >
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When a Galactic war breaks out,there is only one winner -make sure it's you!

I
01)k••

°. •Empires is a ga. o i  It is t fully playerinteractive strafe; i t t e r$u e bapc set•contains three'pla?6r§*; pansjon se, ielfis thr éEnore. Each playercontrols a unique rape stkuggling to tEt- , i the galaxy. Mining compartiPh, spacefleets and sound strategy all corltr 106 toi tne success of your race; but beware theother players will be trying to teawour empire apart The skill required to organiseyour empire as it grows is enormous. To assist you galactic maps and data cardsare provided. Soon further' expansion sets will he available to give you anadvantage over the other players. Move information is transferred via cassette tothe umpire who analyses it with his program and returns the new data to theplayers, Messages can he sent to other players in the same way.THIS IS A NEW CONCEPT IN STRATEGYGAME PLAYING.
CONTENTS: THREE PLAYER CASSETTES, ONE UMPIRE CASSETTE,-4 GALACTIC MAPS, 81 DATA CARDS, I FULL SET OF RULES, PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS

,5t

48K SPECTRUM

1

Price E19.95.
Please send me copy/copies of Empires Basic Set
Total cheque/P.O. enclosedCheques payable to Imperial Software.

Send order to:IMPERIAL SOFTWAREIMPERIAL HOUSE153 CHURCHILL ROADPARKST ONEPOOLEDORSET
Name
Address
A g e



< see this array serves no other purpose,being full of ones (= right) and zeroes(= left), and therefore apparently wastingabout 156 bytes.Having gone rather overboard on c$, Ishall say little about m$, except to say thatit works on the same principles as above.And of course, the fact that you can onlyhave up to six objects in a location shouldhelp happy hacking.
Half truths
Bugs: apart from the Klepto onementioned above, I know of only twoothers. On the first 15,000 or so copiesmade, Felstrong, the fifth quest object,can in fact be discovered before Ofnir. Theother one is rather more annoying. Whena route is conditional (eg You need Odin'shelp if you wish to go north). The Helproutine appears to misbehave. Themessage stays the same whether Odin isthere or nore. Yet other locations (ElVinos) state that you can go north (orwherever) but in fact you can't until youhave dropped a certain object, or gotsomebody to leave.Legend may claim that (page 25 of themanual). ."Help does not always tell the'whole truth', but will not actually lie". Isuspect that there is a bug since inspectionof the HELP routine (lines 6550-6595)reveals lines such as "FN wS(o2) ' mustnot be present'. And yet whether theperson or object in question is present ornot it just says "you can go north."Once the program is running it is
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difficult to stop it and study arrays ormake alterations because of the use of IM2 and the fact that POKE 23659,0 is usedso it is best just to set initial conditions.However, if you are willing to sacrifice theuse of HELP or a similar function (see theutility list) then insert a line such as:6550 POKE 23659,2: POKE 23296,237:POKE 23297,86: POKE 23298, 201:RANDOMIZE USR 23296: STOPThis will return you to BASIC whenyou type HELP. But beware, Valhallaseems to do strange things to the BASICerror-handling system: if you (like me)type Shift-Break in reply to "scroll)" thenthe system will crash. To restart, whetherfrom my routine or any other stoppage,simply type GOTO 9800. On a similar lineit is also possible HELP give answers allthe time (except when there's nothing tosay) by modifying line 6550, whichcontains a rather obvious RNDOne final subject: microdrives. Con-trary to what you may have readelsewhere, it is quite easy to modifyValhalla for drives, which apart from theobvious speed increase, also makes experi-mentation easy. The only slight problem isthat for some reason best known tothemselves, Legend put the LOAD, SAVE,and scroll text window up routines in aREM statement, rather than in the mainblock of machine code.In theory you should alter the fourrelevant USR statements to take intoaccount that PROG might move. In fact,providing you do not start opening files

DENIS
A zany political adventure in which you take the role of DenisThatcher striving to avoid Maggie and all your favouritepolitical figures to escape from the political jungle.
48K SPECTRUM E5•50 inc p&p48K + ATARI

or RS232/net channels, you should bequite safe with the following alterations:5010"23818"5016"23818"6050"23850"6255"23877"Once these changes have been made, allyou have to have to do is SAVE thevarious parts of the program (notforgetting to alter the BASIC loadingroutine) onto microdrive, SAVEing themachine code as CODE 53350,12185. Youmust only LOAD one part at a time into-memory when doing this, or you will getan "Out of memory" error when you tryto MERGE in the BASIC.Unfortunately I haven't yet convertedLOAD and SAVE themselves for drivessince it is really quite a complex job. Infact it is probably not feasible because ofthe extra memory occupied by theprogram when it is running.
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RANDOMIZE USR VAL
RANDOMIZE USR VAL
RANDOMIZE USR VAL
RANDOMIZE USR VAL

Fluttering flags
I hope the hints I have given you will beuseful and that you don't use them toindulge in too much cheating. Besides, atthe time of writing (March 24) I hear it hasjust been solved by somebody — he mustbe in ecstasy.PS Have you noticed how the flags onthe castles flutter in the breeze as you type?Watch carefully next time you play.

THE TEBBIT
Join the magical quest for the elusive monetarist dream, inwhich you, a humble Tebbit must seek the assistance ofMagdalt and Tomkin-Gee to find and defeat the ferocious(and balding) Scarg.
48K SPECTRUM E5.50 Inc p&p48K + ATARI

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE SPECIALITIES8 St Pauls Road, Peterborough, PE1 3DW (0733-48145)
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Finding theright rolefor your micro
Gren Hatton looks at how a computer contributes torealism in role playing games

IN APRIL the concept of using thecomputer to control or supervise certainaspects of role-playing games (RPGs) wasintroduced. The next step is to create anumber of separate program modules tolook after each of these aspects, and todevelop means of interfacing between doneprogram and another by use, say, of diskback-up.Some of the principles which I havefound useful when setting out to design aspecific program follow. It is always bestto demonstrate techniques by referring toexamples from a particular program. Thevehicle I have chosen is a program calledReturn to Thongor, which I put togetherin an attempt to get around some of thedifficulties experienced by my own RPGgroup during two particular stages ofevery game.Last month I described the six stages ofan RPG. These were: creating the charac-ters; providing the background data tostart an adventure; journeying to the pointwhere the adventure is to take place; themain action of the adventure; the journeyback to base camp; sharing out theproceeds of the adventure, and generalstocktaking.
Experiment

I had devised this program as an experi-ment to help add realism and speed up playat stages two and six of the adventure.Here the common element is likely to bethat both stages take place at the basecamp or home territory of the party ofadventurers. The program provides aseries of one-player adventures in the Cityof Thongor, a made-up medieval scenariowhich we use as our operations base whenadventuring.The program is, in effect, an attempt tocreate a city, complete with shops in whichyou can buy and sell a variety of goods. Ithas taverns, in which you rest, drink andmeet other adventurers and characters, acastle with guards, a password anddungeons, many passersby, some ofwhom are aggressive, some helpful, otherstoo busy to stop and a variety of special-ists, such as guildmasters, sages, map-makers, river- and sea-pilots, seers etc,who can be consulted for special help.The aims are threefold: a) To give

players a means of buying new gear orselling off surplus gear from an adventure.b) To provide a rich and varied source ofgossip and rumours as a basis for newadventures. c) To allow solo adventurersto carry on their own separate branch ofthe main game on auto-pilot, while theDM carries on dealing with the rest of theparty.The easiest way for me to write aboutthe program is to describe the conceptsinvolved and to offer a few words ofadvice on how to write programs of thistype.
Features
The first job is to jot down all thefeatures you can think of (in any oldorder) which you would like to have in theprogram. For instance: buying and selling,meeting in taverns, encounters with the citypolice (we call them proctors), havingyour pocket picked, descriptions of theinside of shops, being set upon byrobbers, trying to get past the castleguards, having old or worn weaponsrepaired, a magic-vendor's shop which isinvisible to all those who have no magicpowers, a game-time clock which regularlyprints out the time of day or night in thegame, finding that a shop is shut, dis-covering that you have no money left, orcannot afford to buy some item whichyou want, overhearing some gossip(which may be either vital or completelyworthless!)When you have filled a few pages withscribble and crossings-out, look long andcarefully at the list. The items on it willgradually start to sort themselves out inyour mind into two main categories listedbelow.
List A: main events of a generalisednature, such as are likely to be repeated inany adventure. For example going to ashop, popping into an inn, visiting thecastle, stopping a passerby, going to visit aspecialist.List B: subsidiary events which mayapply equally to several of the main eventsby way of added description, eg descrip-tion of the interior of a room, statementof the time of day, statement of howmany gold pieces you are carrying,suddenly finding that your pocket has

been picked, running into a patrol ofproctors and so on. List A will probablybe much shorter than List B. If it isn't, tryagain. As a broad guide, you can make theitems on List B into subroutines, and theitems on List A will become the mainaction sections of your program.Having got this far, draw up a chartwhich links all the items on List A in acontinuous chain. There are many ways ofsetting about this, such as making a flowchart of decisions and possible responses.But a good approach to this particulartype of essentially text-based program isthe menu system, so called because of itsresemblance to a restaurant menu.For example, "Will you I) Stop apasserby? 2) Visit the castle? 3) Goshopping? 4) Go to a tavern? 5) Visit aspecialist? 6) Return home? Enter (I), (2),(3), (4), (5) or (6)".Obviously, at the end of each of the fivemain sub-sections there will be a GOTOinstruction returning you to the menu tomake another selection. Whilst choosing(6) takes you into an exit routine whichreports your final status (gold pieces onhand, time of day or night etc) and endsthe program.Next you should set about structuringyour program. Don't be alarmed, this isjust a programmer's buzz word. There isnothing magic or hard to understandabout it. All it means is that we set out theprogram, using in this case our menu as aguide, and assign blocks of line numbersfor the various sections.After all, you will not just sit down andwrite the program from A to Z in apple-pie order. It will be done one chunk at atime, and the first bit which you getworking on its own might well be asection right in the middle, or one of theparts which will ultimately be right at theend of the listing.Think of those parts of the programwhich you already begin to realise will belengthy, and allow a bigger block of linenumbers for them. Taking the examplegiven above, we might produce somethinglike the accompanying diagram.
Spaces
Leave one or two big spaces in thestructure if you can. You will almostcertainly want to make some additions ordo some shifting later on. Now you areready to tackle a section of the program.Be prepared for heartache and eyestrain,and try to get to bed no later than 2am.I can make some suggestions here, basedon my own experiments.• Start off with the bare bones of eachsection of the program and get it runningwithout any wordy descriptions.• Next add some gilding. Our friend theRandom Phrase Generator, which Idescribed in principle in the last issue, canbe brought in time and again as a series ofsubroutines to deal with such things asrandom descriptions of the interiors ofshops and taverns; travel through the cityfrom one location to another; thenumber of people in the streets; rooms, t>
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CHALLENGING SOFTWARE

Ilow long cam you santiveMe Final ComNict? A /roe Psyfron woldfri lastal/ home atia' a Sindale Q L. gces to /*firstperson to match Mat feat.'

Ten screens of stunninggraphics, animationwhich makes otherprogrammers gasp, a 20page booklet of hints, tipsand help with thediscovery of each of sixlevels of play.

Less than human, far more than mere computerThe Psytron controls the massive Betula 5 Installation. When theattack comes, it will cope with defensive demands which would leavea human brain unhinged, computer circuits scrambled.Damage in any sector of the base must be assessed and its effect onthe fabric of the installation calculated immediately.Human lives will be expended as necessary but if the Psytron evergoes down.The Sinclair Spectrum has always attracted the bestprogrammers. It's always had the most innovative software:Psion Scrabble, The Hobbit, Jet Pac and now
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INITIALISE VARIABLES AND WELCOME TO PROGRAMSTOP A PASSERBYVISIT THE CASTLEGO SHOPPINGGO TO A TAVERNVISIT A SPECIALISTEXIT ROUTINESAVE GAME ROUTINEGOSUBS BLOCK

LINES 1-100LINES 200-500LINES 1000-1999LINES 2000-3999LINES 4000-4999LINES 5000-5999LINES 7000-7499LINES 7500-7549LINES 8000-9999
Program structuring by assigning blocks of line numbers

< passages in the castle, and so on. This hour — 24: LET day = day + 1will give variety and apparent spontaneity 8406 RETURNto any events which you have to call upregularly in the program.• Add, in each section, a number ofpossible branch points, where you have arandom chance of encountering one ormore of a series of events stored assubroutines. You could for instance:Meet a party of proctorsBe accosted by an old beggarHave your pocket pickedOverhear a rumour

Now you can introduce time jumps atspecific points in the menu. For instance,each time you decide to enter a shop youcan add a lineLET minute – minute + 30: GOSUB8400
This will have the effect of making youspend 30 minutes in the shop and auto-matically updating the clock.If you want to be more realistic, youcan have several mini-jumps in this part ofthe program — say a five-minute jump forStore e n t e r i n g  the shop, another 10 minutes ifLet us say that these are stored as you have to stand in a queue, and a furthersubroutines starting on Lines 8500, 8600, five minutes each time you buy or sell8809,respective1y. You could add a section something. Of course, you also need toin your program just at the point when sprinkle several time-display instructions atyou are about to .enter a shop or a tavern strategic points in your routines:(say at Line 2200), something like this: 2010 PRINT "The time is now ,1; hour ;2200 IF INT(RND*8)= 2 THEN GOSUB ":" ; minute8500 f o l l o w e d  by2202 IF INT(RND*5)= 2 THEN GOSUB 2012 INPUT ("Is it time that you returned8600 ?  ") z$

2204 IF INT(RND*20)= 2 THEN GOSUB 2014 IF z$ = "n" THEN GOTO (a line Interaction
8700 w h i c h  continues this part of the Another example of a subroutine2206 IF INT(RND*8) = 2 THEN GOSUB program) designed for interaction with others is the8800 2 0 1 6  IF z$ = "y" THEN GOTO (a line gold piece monitor. It is a simple sub-Thus, each time the program brings you to which gets you back to the main routine which prints out a reactiona shop door or a tavern door, you have a "menu") depend ing  on the amount of money in1-in-8 chance of meeting a patrol of 2018 GOTO 2012 (a safety precaution to your purse. For example:proctors coming round the corner, a 1-in- reject any answers other than "y" or 8900 REM gold piece monitor5 chance of being pestered by a beggar, a 1- "n") 8 9 0 1  IF gold – 0 THEN PRINT "I havein-20 chance of having your pocket You can use this technique throughout no money at all!" : RETURNpicked, and a 1-in-8 chance of hearing the program, to cover time spent in shops, 8902 IF gold = 1 THEN PRINT "I amsome rumour or gossip. A little ingenuity taverns, waiting about on street corners, reduced to my last gold piece"and experiment will teach you how to use moving from one part of the city to RETURNthis technique to create an extremely another and so on. 8903 IF gold >1 AND gold <10 THENspontaneous scenario with a very high • Once you have a game-time clock in the PRINT "Oh dear! I only have"; gold;degree of realism. p r o g r a m ,  life can be made much more "gold pieces left" : RETURN
• Use the type and level of your interesting. You can also start to think of 8904 PRINT "I now have "; gold; " goldcharacters as triggers which will evoke interactive subroutines to a much greater pieces" : RETURN
different responses from the permanent extent. This mouthful, like the random Any time that you have to buy or sell,characters such as innkeepers which you phrase generator and the structured or if you get robbed or have to pay a tollmay have built into the program. For program, sounds daunting but it's only or a fine, add in a couple of lines whichinstance, a thief might have a 1-in-20 jargon. b r i n g  in the above subroutine like this: forrandom chance of being recognised by a Consider the variable hour whieh we buying, having identified the cost ofshopkeeper and thrown out of the shop, have used in the game-time clock some item as the variable cost,or a 1-in-30 chance of being chased by the subroutine above. We can have another 2500 IF cost >gold THEN PRINTproctors. Again, a shopkeeper might run subroutine called REM time to go home, "That's more than I can afford!" : GOTOto open the door for a hawk-eyed and which deals with the fact that we have to be (some line which returns you to a pointcommanding fifth-level fighter, but keep a back home by midnight, let us say. where you can choose again)lowly first-level character waiting in line to Suppose this is stored in the subroutine 2502 LET gold = gold — costbe served while game time ticks remorse- block of our structured program at Line 2504 GOSUB 8900
lessly away. 9 0 0 0 .  Then when we update the clock we For selling, having identified the value• Introduce a game-time clock. You need can say, o f  your saleable goods as the variablea simple subroutine to make the clock IF hour = 24 THEN GOSUB 9000: GOTO val,run: ( a  line which gets you home) 2800 LET gold = gold + val8400 REM clock mechanism Try the effect of inserting this in the 2802 GOSUB 8900
8402 IF minute>59 THEN LET minute = example above as Line 2011 If I am not to make a long book out ofminute — 59: LET hour -- hour + 1 To take a different kind of example to this introductory article, I must eventually8404 IF hour>23 THEN LET hour = illustrate the same point, consider the cry enough and stop quoting examples. r>

random phrase generator. We may beusing it to describe our passage from onepart of the city to another, as mentionedabove, and in so doing we may include aphrase such as:9500 PRINT "The streets are crowded"Clearly, even in a busy place likeThongor City the streets are hardly likelyto be full of life 24 hours a day. But withhour as a constantly updated variable inour program we can replace this baldstatement by a separate subroutine wherewe can store a set of alternatives.9500 IF hour>5 AND hour <8 THENPRINT "There are already one or twofolk about"
9501 IF hour >8 AND hour <10 THENPRINT "The streets are now quite busy"9502 IF hour >10 AND hour <17 THENPRINT "The streets are crowded"9503 IF hour >17 AND hour <19 THEN
PRINT "The streets are less busy now"9504 IF hour >19 AND hour <21 THENPRINT "The shops are mostly closed,and the streets quite empty"9505 IF hour >21 THEN PRINT "Thedarkened streets are filled with shadows"9506 IF hour <5 THEN PRINT "At thishour, only thieves and footpads disturbthe night"9507 RETURN
Stick in plenty of alternatives. You canafford more program space for this since,as a subroutine, you can use it again andagain by calling on it from other parts ofthe program or from other subroutines.
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< The list is endless, and many peoplereading this will already have thought of anumber of' ideas to try out for themselves.It might help to make a short summary ofthe main ideas.
• Seeing a number of programs ascomplementary and therefore using thesame variables for the same purposes ineach, to enable program modules to belinked by a disk-access system.• The use of a menu within a programmodule, to cater for "what-shall-l-do-now?" situations.
• Structuring of the program listingwithin each module so that you do notend up with a program which is virtuallyimpossible to understand or debug.• The concept of' the random phrasegenerator, to add apparent realism andspontaneity to dialogue anddescriptions.
Update
• Use of the string array to store datawhich lives in the program as a quantitywhich is constantly referred to or updated,or which can act as a conditional triggerto initiate a variable response, forinstance,..The contents of a map or playeror party characteristics• Intelligent use of a wide variety ofsubroutines.• Interaction between subroutines, forexample, weather, clock and time-dependent descriptions, hitpoint monitor,gold-piece monitor in taverns and shops.Questions concerning the future on this

topic are dynamic. It is so easy to say"Well, there won't be anything new in theway of ideas on this subject ." or "Ofcourse, we're stuck with the type ofhardware on the market at the moment..."Realism in computer-based games mustdraw increasingly heavily on such conceptsas the Random Phrase Generator to allowthe computer to make its responses withmore apparent spontaneity. Clearly, suchtechniques, even if compressed to theminimum, still require significant amountsof RAM.At the same time, there is a limit to theamount of RAM available in homemicro's. Currently about 48K in today's 8-bit machines, and perhaps between 128Kand 256K in the next generation of 16-bitmodels, which no doubt will very soonappear.We are in a sort of no-man's-land at themoment. The shape of things to comemay have been revealed in Sir CliveSinclair's QL. But its back-up storage,the halfway-house, tape-based microdrive,is a bit on the small side at 85K ,a throw togive sensible back-up support of the typeneeded for text-based adventure gaming ofthe type I have described.Perhaps the next step will be the adventof a much wider choice of 1Mb disks inthe f1504200 range, so that we can seeour way forward confidently in starting tohang really large storage on to a gamesmachine in the home.
At all events, it seems to me that the wayforward is likely to involve building up a

series of independent but related games-aidmodules, similar to those I havedescribed. To get each module working ina modest RAM store, 48K is the obviouschoice at present; then, by intelligent useof common-denominator variables, toset about making the various modulesinteract with each other using disk-dumping and retrieval procedures.
Collaboration

It would be interesting to know if otherpeople have similar views and similar aims.This is a subject which immediatelysuggests collaboration to achieve itsultimate form. However, some basic rulesof conduct should be set down to avoiddisaster:a) Define the overall structure of the set ofprograms and make sure that the interfacebetween modules is very carefully agreed.b) Agree on the names of variables thatwill be used in each program, particularlywhere the contents of a variable store willbe carried from one program module toanother.
c) Agree on the protocols for carryingvariables from one module to anotherand retrieving them again.d) Avoid the use of programming tech-niques or commands which are toospecific'to a particular machine.(Any readers interested infurtherinformation about programs mentionedin this article should write to the author atStoneleigh, Middle St, Kilsby, Rugby,Warwicks enclosing a large SAE.1

CREATING ADVENTURES ONYOUR ZX SPECTRUM —Peter Shaw and James Mortleman.Create and solve Adventureprograms on the Spectrum withthis exciting new book whichincludes five complete majorprograms, plus chapter afterchapter of hints and tips to help youwrite your own programs. Chapterheadings include Creating Locations; Picking Things Up;Monsters; Adding Graphics; and Adding to theVocabulary. Just £4.95 and you're up and away.
CREATING ADVENTURE PROGRAMS ON YOURCOMPUTER — Andrew Nelson. If your computer usesa version of Microsoft BASIC, then this book is for you.It contains three complete Adventure programs, alongwith extensive documentation to help you create andsolve Adventures. Suitable for use with the Commodore64, Dragon, Oric, BBC Micro, Sirius, IBM PC and
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Create and solve ADVENTUREprograms on your Spectrum,Commodore 64, Dragon, Oric orBBC Micro.
Apple, you'll find this book aneasy-to-understandprimer on Adventure creation.The full-length programsinclude WEREWOLVES ANDWANDERER and THE AFTERMATHOF THE ASIMOVIAN DISASTER.This book is just £4.95

Interface Publications, 9-11 Kensington High Street, London W8 SNP.
Please send me the following books. I enclose
El Creating ADVENTURES on your ZX SpectrumShaw/Mortleman — 4.95El Creating ADVENTURE programs on your ComputerAndrew Nelson — £4.95
Name:
Address:IIITERFACEPUBLICATIONS

Computer and book trade supplied by The Computer Bookshop,30 Lincoln Road, Olton, Birmingham B27 6PA (021 707 7544, telex 334361)



A republicgonebananas
Strategy Banana DramaMicro Commodore 64 Pricef9.95 Format CassetteSupplier Visions Software, 1Fe/gate Mews, Stud/and St,London.WITH A title like BananaDrama, I though this gamewould be concerned withtaking three girls, croppingtheir hair, giving them someawful songs to sing and thenmaking a quick millionbucks.
The truth is not quite likethat (is it ever?) and theaction moves over to abanana republic. As presidentof Ananaba (almost abackwards banana), it is yourjob_ to look after this "smallbut important independentstate" for as long as you canremain in charge.On loading this purely tape-based program has anannoying habit of trying toaccess the disk drive, if youhappen to have oneconnected and switched on.Why? Who knows.
Like most strategy games,your success or failuredepends on making the rightdecisions at the right time, andlike most good strategy gamesthere are a lot of decisions tomake.
This involves single keypresses, and while you makeup your mind whether to givethe USA oil explorationrights of not, the computerwill annoyingly bleep-bleep atyou all the time. This happensat every decision-makingpoint, and the sound soongot turned off.
To keep yourself in powerfor as long as possible, youhave to remain on goodterms with a large number ofpeople on whom you dependfor information.For instance, on Ananabathe State SecurityOrganisation will, for a fee,give you a quick report on thepossible consequences of anyaction you take. At least, theywill as long as you manage tostay in their good books. Isoon fell out with them andwas reduced to movingaround in the dark, alienatingmyself to everyone under the

"mom,

*mono*

WFITiNgHIWERW
What's on the way in the adventure world — ifyou have a new adventure, war game or real-lifesimulation which you are about to release senda copy and accompanying details toSoftware Inventory, Micro Adventurer,12-13 Little Newport St, London WC2R 3LD

sun, until
the State SecurityOrganisation omnipotent. Inretrospect, this was not a wisemove.
You have subversives todeal with, as well as tradeunionists, plantation workersand owners, and other run--of-the-mill Ananaba people,and all these must be kepthappy for as long aspossible.You must also balance thebooks of the exchequer aswell. Here it helps to be ongood terms with foreignpowers, since the Kremlin andthe White House are alwaysgood for a few roubles ordollars if you're in their goodbooks. The USSR proveditself to be more generousthan their American counter-parts on one occassion, butthen I was selling them cheapbananas at the time.Eventually everything cameto a halt after 15 months atthe top when I wasassassinated by tradeunionists, having alreadybeaten off an attempted coupby the subversives. Justbecause some people don'tget recognised political status,they think they can overthrowanybody.An interesting and goodgame, and if you like this sortof thing, Banana Dramashould keep you amused for

decided to make

quite some time. Some of themusic is a little, well, not quiteright, but everyone's entitledto slip on a banana skinsometime. PGA challengeto foilenemy
Simulation Stonkers MicroSpectrum 48K Price £5.50Format Cassette Supplierhnagine, Studio Sting, MasonBuildings, Exchange St East,Liverpool, Merseyside.CAN'T YOU just picture thescene at a certain office inLiverpool, some monthsago?"What shall we call thisprogram of John's? It'sabout some troops making adash across the countryside inan attempt to capture theenemy's port and head-quarters. H h how about Zip-across? No-o-o, I supposenot. I know Z-Z-yomp! Stillmissing something, isn't it? P-S-S-tomp?"We know it now asStonkers, which is as daft aname as the others thatImagine dream up. However,the game is as good as theyusually produce.The two protagonists faceeach other across a river — asmall-scale map is presented tothe player at the start, showingthe river, which opens out tothe sea in the north-westcorner.
This map takes up the toptwo-thirds of the screen, witha message area beneath. Oneither side of the map is a statusboard, showing the currentstrength of the computer andthe player in combat andsupply units.The enemy port is to the left

of the map, with the humanplayer's port to the right,about mid-screen. His head-quarters are in the top right ofthe screen, with the enemy'sdiagonally Opposite inbottom left. In between are acouple of mountain ranges,and the all-important river,with (as in all good warsimulations) just one bridge.The rather simplistic aimfor the player is to captureboth the headquarters and theport of the enemy.To move your man,Imagine have come up with astunningly simple device: alarge cursor which may bemoved (under keyboard orjoystick direction) over theunit you wish to move.The area covered by thecursor may be magnified. Onthis large-scale portion of themap is a small cross-hair.Move this to one of the unitsrepresented by a little man(infantry), a gun (artillery),tanks (the armoureddivisions) and trucks (supplyunits), and information onthat unit is given.Strength, morale and supplylevels are detailed, and theseparameters will determine howyou use that unit. If you wishto. move it, pick it up bypressing the appropriate key,or the joystick fire button,and move the cross-hair towhere you wish the unit to endup.Pressing the key or buttonagain at the destination pointwill start the unit movingtowards that point. Now youcan go off and look atanother unit, while theprevious one is moving. Eachunit has a certain range,though, and this, togetherwith the varying terrain,affects the movement of theunits.
During the deployment andthe combat stages, each ofyour units must be keptproperly supplied. This isachieved by ensuring that oneof the four supply units ismoved adjacent to the fight-ing unit you wish to "topup". Every so often a shipdocks at your port, and vitalsupplies are channelledthrough the trucks, which are.therl spirited back to port toawait orders.
After a certain amount oftime (no, I won't tell youhow long), the enemy units,having lulled the player into asense of security, start to >
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<1 move. You elect to seethem or let yourself in for asurprise. When two opposingunits meet, battle is joined andthe victor is decided (I think)by comparing morale, strengthand level of supply of eachunit. The defeated unit issimply removed from thegame.There aren't really any morerules to Stonkers. The fewthat are included on the inlayshould be read thoroughly. Inone game I sacrificed all myunits, but one, and made myobjective of the enemy's head-quarters wondering why thevictory message hadn'tappeared. 1 read the rulesagain, and of course, foundthat I should also haveoccupied the port.I found it hard to be in twoplaces with one unit, and hadto admit defeat. There aresome tactics that you will haveto pick up as you play (evenMonty didn't know all therewas • to know about theenemy).Stonkers is a fairly simplesort of game; an ideal intro-duction to computer war-gaming. It is to the greatEastern Front as Kriegspeil,for example, is to one of the

War game Pacific War MicroSpectrum 48K Price 1'6.00Format Cassette SupplierCases Cotnputer Sitnulations,14 Langton Way, London.I SUSPECT that whereas theattraction of adventuring liesin exploring new worlds, thelure of war gaming is theopportunity to change ourown history.In this naval simulation youtake the place of the Americanfleet in the Pacific while thecomputer plays your Japaneseopponent.The setting is the SolomonIslands, whose green outlineon a blue background forms avery attractive playing field.Pictured on the screen, as wellas the islands, are the threeAmerican task-forces (repre-sented by flashing numerals)and the American Hendersonairfield.At the beginning of thegame you are shown threeextensive areas of ocean inwhich the six Japanese taskforces may be lurking, and inwhich you may accordinglyposition your own forces.

%.huge Avalon Hill tournamentboard games; an ideal intro-duction. It may be simple butbecause of that, capable ofbecoming an exceedinglyinteresting way of spendingthe odd bit of spare time.This is one of the advan-tages of Stonkers. A gameshould only last 15 or 20minutes, so boredom won'tset in. There are no largetomes of rules to siftthrough, no quick referencecards to get dog-eared andlost.Colour is implementedwell, and ticker-tape messages,written in a nice "World WarII battered armour" script,chatter across mid-screen,informing the player of unitsin need of supply, units lost incombat and the amount oftime the player has been"stonking".The map is well-drawn, withcontours, woods and marshesapparently the map, in thedesign stage, covered morethan 9,000 postcards, orsomething. It would be niceto think that Imagine couldsupply update modules, likeRed Shift's, so that othercampaigns could be fought,but the work is obviously

force includes anaircraft carrier. The fighting iscarried out by planes. An air-craft carrier can launch up tothree missions concurrently(as can the airfield).The purpose, target andcomplement (chosen fromavailable fighters, torpedoplanes and dive-bombers) isup to you. When the planesare despatched, charming littleUDGs mark their progress.Since only the US fleetappears constantly on thescreen, your first task is tofind the enemy. When one of

Each task

daunting. There is a hint,however, that the same mapmay be used in the future withdifferent scenarios whichwould be loaded into themaster program (Mangle theCenturion or Nuke the Pike-Bearers, can't wait).All in all, a great littleprogram, and great value atthe usual Imagine price of£5.50. Oh, the gnashing andwailing when that figure has tobe increased in the future."Good report, Carruthers.Now I have a rather, ahem,sensitive job for you. Weneed someone to infiltratethis Imagine place and comeback with the vital informa-tion; what Stonkers means.Good show, cut along now,old boy. Oh, and Carruthers,don't come back!" TBA plot fortheeccentric
Adventure The CricklewoodIncident Micro Dragon 32Price £7.95 Format CassetteSupplier SalamanderSoftware, 17 Norfolk Rd,Variation in war game scenarios
your planes flies over aJapanese ship, its location willbe revealed and you canattack. Thus far the game isremarkably similar to that oldfavourite, Battleships. How-ever, in Pacific War everythingis in a state of fluidity so theship you found may be lostagain by the time you can getan attack squadron to it.Although I didn't have thefull instructions,. which thegame will include in the shops,the clear and sensibleprompts, as well as simplemenu selection made this athoroughly enjoyable gameto play. With nine skill levelsand new starting positions forthe enemy each time, I'm sureit will retain its compulsionand challenge, for a long time.It's a shame CCS couldn'thave made it possible to playmore than one game withoutreloading, but with each battletaking more than an hour,that's only a minor drawback.Overall I would call this athoroughly praiseworthyversOn of a theme all tooeasy to make boring. DD

Brighton, East Sussex.ONCE UPON a time there wasa dragon, guarding a heap ofgold that was a long timeago, though. These daysdragons are no longerobligatory in adventures, andherds of Australians in EarlsCourt, Hell's Angels and alienspaceships, all of which arefeatured in this game, seem tobe nearly as common.Most adventures witheccentric themes like this doseem to include graphics,though, and this one doesn'tat least, I didn't comeacross any.You are told at the start ofthe game that you are ArnoldQ. Vole-Strangler. You arethen asked to choose yourcharacter: Utter Wally, JohnTravolta, Genghis Khan,Superman or Geoff Boycott.Obviously Arnold is a skilledimpressionist.The game starts in a paddedcell, from which you makeyour way onto a tree-linedroad. There doesn't seem tobe any obvious exit from thisroad, this being one of theannoying adventures wherecompass directions don'tmake sense (keep going Northand before long you'll beback where you started). Butnot to worry, an alienspaceship will soon seize youand dump you somewheremore interesting. Or you maybe picked up by the police forvagrancy, and simiarlydumped.The first snag is that youneed more money than youare initially provided with, topurchase useful items, bus andtrain tickets, and there doesn'tseem to be an easy way of'getting hold of any.Perhaps my powers oflateral thinking just aren't upto it, but I tried everything Icould think of, however silly,nothing worked. I >
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Invincible Island by Peter Cooke
Exhaust your ingenuity in the quest to find The SevenParchments of Xaro and their meaning! Will they leadyou to undreamt of treasures or eternal doom?Explore the mysteries of the stockade and puzzlewithin the Pagoda! A spectacular split screen graphicand text adventure to braintease you for weeks!Adventurous graphics for every location. Saveroutine. E6.50.
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Transylvanian Tower
A spine chilling adventure enter via the dungeonsnavigate your way through 500 3-D roomssurvive the swooping vampire bats reach theterrifying top confront and kill Count •Kreepletridding the world of this Transylvanian Terror.Can you survive the Top of the Tower? E6.50.
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<1 therefore, make muchprogress with the game.The other initial problem isthe Hell's Angel who is intenton beating you up. You areoffered a choice of tactics totry against him: poking him inthe eye, strangling him,kneeing him and so on — buteven if you succeed in fightinghim off once, he reappears innext to no time ready foranother fight.I didn't get far enough intothis adventure to saycategorically that it's nogood — if you have asufficiently perverted sense ofhumour you might even enjoyit — but it's not to my taste,thanks. MNPuzzlingplot forplayer
Adventure Solaris MicroSpectrum 48K FormatCassette Supplier Softel, 5Durward Drive, Glenrothes,Fife, Scotland.THE cassette cover boasted:"Full colour 3D high raisedgraphics". I had a bad feeling,any firm who cannot spell ontheir cassette covers areobviously not taking the carenecessary.The game has a very strangeplot: you are going to betaken to a space ship uponwhich you will travel to aprison planet. You have tostow away on the ship, leavethe ship early to go to theplanet, you have to find theencampment in which you areto be put, and lead theprisoners to rebellion. Surelyit would be easier to let themtake you there and justcontrol the rebellion.The game is in three parts,all basic programs. The firstpart is the instructions, thesecond is the adventure onboard the starship, and thethird is, I presume, theadventure on the planet. I saypresume because this is one ofthose adventures that hasn'tbeen finished and never willbe.The game is boring, andimpossible. Softel sent a hintsheet with my copy, though Idoubt it will be widely dis-tributed. I progressed usingthe hints on the sheet and thenmy progress stopped.

Still a classic brai
Adventure Classic AdventureMicro Spectrum 48K FormatCassette Price £6.95 SupplierMelbourne House, 131Trafalgar Rd, Greenwich.BACK IN the dim, distant past(well, 1978 actually) twobored mainframe pro-grammers came up with theidea for a game. They usedover 200K on their mainframeto write it in Fortran, andwhen they'd finished theycalled it Adventure. Six yearsand several computer lifetimeslater the Classic Adventure isavailable for the Spectrum48K.'Actually, Abersoft havebeen selling the sameadventure for some time, andthere is a first-class versionfrom Level 9 under the nameColossal Adventure, butMelbourne House's com-mercial muscle will doubtlesswin many new admirers forthis classic textual brain-teaser.The screen display is anelegant white-on-black, veryrestful on the eyes when thefirst location pops up onscreen and you find yourselfon a deserted road beside abuilding. The plot is familiar(but bear in mind it is theoriginal), sending you into a
The first location is theground car. The drawingshows two boxes in a roomwith a door at the end. Thereis only one exit. The door islocked, and you have nothingwith you. The room hasnothing in it. Sounds like agood meaty start doesn't it?Unfortunately you wouldhave to be a supernatural-lateral thinker if you want tosolve the problem.The solution, for thosewho have bought this gameand are totally stuck at thefirst location, is to LIFT THESEAT (of the ground car,whose seats are not shown inthe picture), TAKE THEEXTINGUISHER (which isunder the seat), PULL THEPIN (which for some in-explicable reason does not setthe extinguisher off) andPICK THE LOCK WITHTHE PIN.The hint sheet says that thepuzzles get more difficult asthe game progresses, is thispossible?The programmer gives a
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labrynthine cave system insearch of treasure, andinviting you to plunge in andexplore.Respect for its pivotal rolein adventuring history wouldnot alone make this a gameworth playing. HoweverClassic Adventure has muchmore going for it than merehistorical significance. Thedescriptions of the locationsare detailed, literate andfrequently lengthy, while thelocations themselves arevaried, unusual and fascinat-ing. Starting out is a pleasure,since there is plenty to explore
warning that pressing breakwill cause an immediate systemcrash. This is a simple lieobviously designed to put offthe pirate/cheat.The game cannot really berecommended to anyone whodoes not have an IQ of 350and a mind like Dr de Bono.If the sound of the puzzleabove interests you, and youthink that you could haveworked out the solution withno clues, then buy the game,otherwise, steer clear, andspend your money on some-thing else that is perhaps, dareI say, easier. JOA staramongstrategies
Strategy Star Trader MicroBBC B Price E7.95 FormatCassette Supplier First ByteSoftware, 10 Main Centre,Derby.PERHAPS the best place to

tease
at the beginning before theproblems really being.The problems are thornyand unpredicatable — somehave very logical solutions,while others defeated all mybest efforts until in a fit ofpique I typed something quitedaft, only to find that waswhat I should have done allalong. Crowther and Woods,the mainframe programmers,have a wicked sense ofhumour, but they are alwaysfair.The caverns house aselection of flora and faunaranging from fluttering birds,fierce snakes and balefuldragons to axe-wieldingdwarves and larcenous trolls.These are considerably lessagressive than their Level 9counterparts, which is a relief,and Classic Adventure isrefreshingly calm, allowingthe adventurer to get on withexploring without theconstant danger of attack.On the minus side, some ofthe descriptions are mis-spaced or mis-spelled, thevocabulary, while extensive, isa little picky and some of theresponses can be odd, butthese are very minorcomplaints about an excellentgames in the future. DD
start is with a few grumblesabout this game. The cassettecover is a wonderfully pro-duced glossy affair. Thedownfall is the lack of anyother information, such asthe type of game, the scenarioor a brief outline of theinstructions. One wouldexpect this information asstandard, especially foralmost £8.00. If this will beremedied soon the gamewould be good value formoney.The game is loaded with the*RUN command and I foundno loading problems. Theonly drawback here is it won'twork on the Electron. Thereis a fairly long wait before thegame starts, but it is worth it.The player now encountersthe instructions and discoversthe purpose of the game.a The player moves around afew different constellationslooking at and exploringvarious planets. Should youtry to explore a star orsomething equally as silly thegame tells you of your
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folly and continues. Thescreen is split in four. Movesare in the top left and threeother screens are used forinformation. The rules andprompts are displayed in themiddle of the screen andscrolled up.Apart from surviving, theplayer has to find planets thatare friendly, inhabitable andoccupied. When a plant thatfits this description isencountered trading may takeplace. You will need basicssuch as food, water and fuel.You may also be able to tradefor minerals. The overallpoint is to be in a strongenough bargaining positionto buy the master computer.To buy the master com-puter you must have collectedenough of the right kind ofgoodies and then you cansave the world and finish thegame. The player can vieweach planet and is given arange of information forindividual planets.Should the player then land

on a planet more informationwill be displayed, such as theminerals and basics availablefor trade.It is of course wise to checkout that there is enoughoxygen on the planet. Thegame is not easy to solve andposes some interestingproblems for the player.Beware of landing on orhanging around hostileplanets, or you will findyourself exterminated.The overall conclusionmust be that Star Tradermakes most other strategygames look like non-starters.The screen display is wellpresented and legible. Theresponse time could be a littlequicker, but it does nothamper play. The lack of plotand instruction on the cassettecover is the main drawback.Providing this is rectified, StarTrader is good entertain-ent.First Byte say that StarTrader will be available for theElectron and that its release isTaking charge of air traffic
Simulation Air TrafficControl Micro BBC B PriceC8.00 Format Cassette, DiskSupplier Microdeal, 41 TruroRd, St. Austell, Cornwall.THE MANUAL which accom-panies this program describesit as 'a computer model of anair traffic control situation'.Unlike an ordinary flightsimulator which gives youcontrol of' an aircraft, you takethe position of the air trafficcontroller attempting to fly upto five planes at once.Points are scored forsuccessful landings and sub-sequent takeoff. Each planecan be landed as many times aspossible, and a high score willenter you in the Hall of Fame.At the beginning of thesimulation the screen showsvarious dials and meters with arunway and initial fiveaircraft. They have randomaltitudes, velocities anddirections so it is best to beginby checking each plane andsetting it on a safe course.A plane can be lost byleaving the screen or hitting theground at this point. Ipreferred to kill a few of themfirst, as the screen updating isvery slow with all five in theair.
To check a particular plane,the fire button or space key is

'04
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pressed. This freezes the actionand a correction can be made,when a cross appears and mustbe placed over the nose of oneof the planes.If the chosen plane is in theright place and altitude theprogram immediately moveson to the landing stage, other-wise the necessary correctionscan be made and the programcarries on.
For the landing situation,the screen clears to show ahorizon line the runway and arear view of the plane. Younow have direct control overthe landing of the plane, and10,000 feet of runways to get itright. The exact position abovethe runway depends on theposition the'plane was at when

imminent as is Valley of thePharoahs. They also say thatthere will be an entirely newrange of software for theElectron and that it will be ofthe highest quality. We shallhave to wait and see. If StarTrader is used as a yardstick,we can expect some goodgames in the future. KBTreasurehuntmystery
Simulation Micro DrivingMicro Spectrum 48K Price£6.95 Format CassetteSupplier Softel, 5 DurwardDrive, Glenrothes, Fife.WHEN you're tired of slog-ging it on foot aroundtunnel, cave and forest maybeyou'd like to relax with apleasant drive around anisland resort?
You could even get in-volved in the annual treasure

it was last checked, so thateach landing approach isdifferent
To land successfully, theplane's altitude must bereduced to zero with a velocityof around 225 feet a second.Points are awardedaccording to how close • thetouchdOwn was to the ideal.Although it is not mentioned inthe manual, you can comedown perfectly but crashbecause the angle to therunway was too steep.After a plane has beenlanded the program returns tothe original screen with thelanded plane shown at thebottom of the picture. If itcrashed the plane is taken outand the program returns asnormal. A plane which haslanded can of course be takenstraight up again.The cross is positioned overa landed plane in the usualway, and the display clears tothe horizon line, runway andplane rear again.To take off you merely pressfire to fire up the engines andpull back the stick when yourvelocity is over 200 feet asecond.
This program certainly is area!istic simulation and willplease those who want morethan a simple simulator. MW

hunt, which, like the popularreal time (and real car) gameinvolves following a series ofclues to a series of objectsuntil you've found all sevenwhen you win the game.Unlike adventures, you donot know what you are look-ing for in advance and youmay not know it even whenyou've found it. However,despite its contemporarysetting, it is a traditionalcollect the mysterious objectskind of adventure, and notmuch different from manyexcept in the kinds of objectsavailable. For example youstart with some pounds, somedollars, a striped tie and apiece of wire. Not normaldungeon aids.All the locations are illu-strated with Hobbit-likegraphics, which threaten tobecome standard on this kindof game. They are almost asgood as The Hobbit's and aredrawn much more quickly,but are generally of fullobjects, such as walls andgates. I cannot see the attrac-tion of such graphics in agame, but many people likethem.
However, some of thegraphics are good, especiallythe views of the road anddashboard as you drivearound. While not as con-vincing as a real-time simula-tion, the driving part of thegame is quite satisfactory.And would be more so if youwere allowed to do everythingthat a driver could do. Butyou cannot reverse and some-times, cannot even get out ofthe car.
Somehow the error messagesin this game are more irritatingthan most. This might bebecause elementary instruc-tions such as OPEN GATE orCLIMB GATE just meetobstinate refusal but it's alsobecause the tone of themessages veers from sarcasmto downright insult.The most irritating part ofthe game is its input routine. Ithink the design for typing ininstructions is a major pro-gramming error. Instead of thenormal Spectrum INPUTprompt a custom made flash-ing prompt occurs. It refusesto go away and fails to collectabout a third of the inputtyped at normal two fingerspeed. Anyone who types theirinstructions quickly will findthemselves cursing again andagain as commands are >
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misunderstood by thisexcruciating procedure.On the whole this is acompetent game let down byone or two annoying mistakes.It strikes me as a gamedesigned by a programmerrather than a games player.The user has not seriously beenthought about, which is ashame because if you can getover the irritation it looks likeanb absorbing adventure. NWPreparefor a
•surprise

Adventure Kingdom of HamilMicro BBC B Price £9.95Format Cassette SupplierAcornsoft Ltd, 4A MarketHill, Cam bridge"YOU ARE the rightful heirto the Kingdom of' Hamil,but, • stolen from your royalparents as a child, you haveonly just discovered yourbirth right." So starts thelatest Acornsoft adventure.The adventure starts withyour seeking sanctuary in asmall chapel. Your aim?Prove your identity, thusregaining your rightfulinheritance. To do this youmust collect all the treasuresand deposit them in the vaultsof Castle Hamil. Then you areasked a question which youmust endeavour to answer.This program has the feelof a standard adventure, butthere are none of the dwarfsor dragons to be disposed of.If you stay in one place fortoo long, a giant weaselcomes along to hasten yourdemise. This is quite a surpriseat first.
At one point along the waya vampire has to be disposedof in a clever way. (Not thesame way as in Sphinx.) Theever-present maze is verysimple, which is a boon forthe less' experienced player.However, the Lost World isvery difficult to sort out.The descriptions are thesame everywhere, and to-makematters worse, there is aTyrannosaurus Rex after yourblood, preventing you fromre-tracing your steps. Namingthis area the Lost World wasvery appropriate, even makinga map of it I am totally lost.The program lets you carrya generous eight items. A time-saving feature is that by
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entering GET or DROP only,the first item listed is collectedor dropped. Abbreviationsare accepted to four letters.The response time of thisprogram is not really thatlong, but long enough tomake it irritating.A full description of eachroom is given only the firstime you enter it. The fulldescription is supplied whenone LOOK's around. Theshorter descriptions can givehelpful hints as to the use of aroom. I would have thoughtthat the memory could havebeen used to better effect thanto hold two sets ofdescriptions.Kingdom of Hamil wouldprobably be most appreciatedby the moderately experiencedadventurer. It is, in someplaces, very easy, and in some

Ten Indians ambush Spectrum
Adventure Ten Little IndiansMicro Spectrum 48K Price£9.95 Format CassetteSupplier Digital Fantasia Ltd,24 Norbreck Rd, Norbreck,Blackpool.MANY OF you will befamiliar with this MysteriousAdventure, as it haspreviously been released forother popular micros, but thisis its first time out for theSpectrum.The scenario is based on thedeath of one MajorJohnstone-Smythe who, tostop any of his money-grabbing relatives inheritinghis fortune, had all his assetsconverted to gold and castinto a figurine which he thenhid.He also had 10, worthlessfigurines made from variousmaterials and hidden in andaround his mansion. A

nephew informed the Worldof the Major's activities and itis generally accepted that onecannot obtain the treasurewithout 10 Little Indians.You, needless to say, aregoing to attempt to recoverit, although many others of asimilar ilk have never beenseen again.I have to make the pointthat this adventure is definitelynot designed for beginners.The tricks and traps start atlocation one and appear withalarming regularity thereafter.I have, so far, encounted fourdeath-traps, two extemelycomplicated mazes and severalapparent dead ends whichturned out to be anythingbut.After five hours work onthe adventure I have foundonly two Indians and some toyet another dead-end. I know
places very hard to play.The creatures encounteredvary from a sweet little oldlady who wants you to cometo dinner, to a lonely babyCyclops desperately in need ofa dinner. A little knowledgeof history comes in handy atone point.Some more humourthroughout the adventurewould have been a good idea.Kingdom of Hamil is a goodprogram, though notbrilliant. My main complaintis that it lacks imagination.AT oreslicks thankicks
Strategy Gusher MicroCommodore 64 Price £9.95Format Cassette SupplierVisions Software, 1 Fe/gateMews„Studland, London.THE AIM of the game is tocollect oil from well headsand to transport it by meansof lorries and/or pipelines toports where it is loaded on totankers and super tankers forexport.When the oil is exported, itearns the player money, andthe actual aim of the game isto earn El million.The game is played on amap showing the well heads,

there are more locations toexplore but I can't find them.No-one should expect quickresults.I hate waiting for a pictureto form at each locationbefore I can continue so I waspleasantly surprised todiscover that one can switchto text-only simply bypressing the enter-key. Thegraphic displays are good andthe text is concisely inform-ative. Inptus are of thenormal variety and a save-game feature is included.The packaging is sensibleand well presented andincludes the offer of a help-sheet for those, like myself,who feel they may need it.I think I can safely say thatTen Little Indians is value formoney and should attract justas many addicts as any otherquality adventure. SC
refineries and pipelines. Themap also shows the move-ments of the oil by means ofthe ships.In my opinion the game isdesigned to bore the two tofour players it was writtenfor.Each player is given a turn insequence. At this time, thegame will generate such thingsas "Oil at well head", "moveoil by pipeline" and will thenallow the player to decidewhat to do with the currentholding of oil: whether toexport some, or to transportmore from the well head tothe refinery.It is the sequence ofrandom events that drives thegame along. Also introducedare various hazards whichmake more difficult thehandling of the oil ("pipelineburst"). The introduction ofthese hazards provides theelement of chance within thegame.So the playing of the gameinvolves little more thansitting around waiting for thegame to inform you of thenext random event that hasbeen generated.One fortunate feature ofthe game is its many sound.effects — without them, mostplayers would probably fallasleep. This is a deliberatelyboring review. It is meant togive you some indication ofthe joys to be encounteredwhen playing Gusher. ICJ
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White Dwarf is themonthly magazine ofadventure gaming.Dungeons & Dragons,RuneQuest, Traveller,computer games, comicstrips, news and reviewsawait you each issue, andfantastic colour artworktoo.
White Dwarf is availableon the fourth Friday ofeach month at your news-agent or games shop.Order your copy today.Only 85p.
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PETTIGREWS DIARY(Dragon, BBC, Electron)Three Part 90K adventure taking you from the sereneOxfordshire countryside through bustling London streets,to an epic journey through Europe. Superb familyentertainment filled with intrigue, action and suspense."Pride of place for the most original and entertainingAdventure — it's got to be value for money" Computer andVideo Games (adventure supplement).
EMPIRE(Dragon, BBC, Electron)Exciting game of strategy with eight levels of difficulty.Destroy the evil Empire before it conquers the worldPlayed' on a world map."This is a terrific game

E6.95

visually attractive and highlyaddictive" Home Computing Weekly.
MYSTERY OF THE JAVA STAR(Dragon, BBC, Electron)Enormous four part adventure with 3 playing levels. Mountan expedition to the South Seas to discover the secrets of the18th century shipwreck. Absorbing family fun with puzzles,challenges and interesting facts.

MIND 1111YIES

E7.95

E7.95

NORTH SEA OIL E5.75(Dragon)Equip and run your own North Sea Oil rig allocateyour resources, then navigate your supply vehicle,supervise drilling operations, and operate the platformuntil you have collected 100 million dollars.
JERICHO ROAD(Spectrum 48K)A challenging adventure set in biblical times with twolevels of play. Set in Southern Israel in the 1st century,the player must survive the vigours of Romanoccupation and cope with the perils of religiouspersecution. Ideal family entertainment.

DEALERS! Phone us nowOn 01-514 4871 for our
comprehensive cataloguea

£5.75

SHARDS

AVAILABLE NOW AT ALL GOOD STOCKISTS (Selected titles available at W H Smith and larger branches of Boots) or by MAIL ORDER (sendcheque/PO) from SHARDS SOFTWARE 189 Eton Road, Ilford, Essex IG1 2UQ, or telephone through your Access/Visa order to 01-514 4871.
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Analogy

Laurence Miller on maintaining standards
ADVENTURE AND adventures arefamiliar terms to the majority ofcomputer users from the mighty main-frame operators to the rather larger groupof micro users. Unfortunately there existsconsiderable confusion as to what theseterms actually describe and as to the originof such programs.The first adventure (sometimes calledjust that), Colossal Cave, was written inthe mid-70's by two Americans, Crowtherand Woods, and is said to be an attemptto computerise the role-playing game ofDungeons and Dragons (D&D) which wasreleased in 1974 by TSR, Inc.Whether or not this is the case doesn'treally matter as any serious D&D playerknows that Colossal Cave bears about asmuch resemblance to D&D as Monopolyhas to the way a government runs thecountry.The majority of adventures are bothplayed and designed for playing with asingle character rather than multi-player asD&D and the majority of other role-playing games (RPG).

The closest analogy is a game calledTunnels & Trolls which can be played asother RPG's but, like most adventures, isusually played solitaire with the aid ofpre-programmed adventure books ratherthan computer programs.This is not a put-down of adventures,more a plea that when people makecomparisons they should compare likewith like and be certain that all concernedknow what is being discussed.When the first adventures were written(Colossal Cave, Zork), the programmers

n• •defente ofor• 1

in adventure software
were professional, widely read (especiallySF and fantasy) and had vivid imagin-ations. They were writing as experiment-ation in the field of artificial intelligenceresearch and/or for their own and friends'amusement rather than for commercial-reasons.
The result of this is clearly visible in thatColossal Cave and Zork are still with usand recognised as classics even whenrunning on their micro-computerbrethren, despite the plethora of text andgraphic adventures now available.No-one seriously thought of trying toput a program of this type onto "one ofthose micro-toys" until a professionalprogrammer called Scott Adams gothooked on Colossal Cave and decided,much to the amusement of his friends, towrite a similar program on his TRS80Model 1 with 16K of memory.It wasn't- easy but eventually hesucceeded and subsequently produced 11more adventures (10 if you count SavageIsland I and II as one game) all of whichare still with us.
From the same type of background asColossal and Zork, these programs arestill popular, so much so that they're nowbecoming available on UK micros such asthe BBC and Spectrum keep your eyesopen for Number 13 due out soon.To some degree this type of pro-grammer is still with us if you look atadventures such as Valhalla where the mainprogramming belongs to professionalmainframe programmers but with theadvent of large scale general ownership ofmicros a new breed of programmer is withus bringing both good and bad results.You do not need to be a professionalmainframe programmers, but with the
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adventures, this is not the main point ofthe preceding paragraph. The real pointlies in ". widely read (especially SIT andfantasy) and had vivid imaginations",something which seems to be sadly lackingin the current spate of adventures startingto flood the market.
Part of the cause lies in a recentlydiscovered profitable line of booksconcerned with How to write Adventureson Brand X computer, which providevaluable technical assistance with the nutsand bolts of adventure writing but don't(and cannot) provide that creative spark,originality, whatever, which distinguishes agreat or even good adventure from theravening hordes of mediocre and down-right bad adventures.

Brilliant
Contributing to this we now haveprograms such as The Quill, which aretechnically brilliant. In the hands of thetruly imaginative and creative person suchprograms can remove much of thedrudgery from writing, allowing moreeffort to be expended in the act ofcreation but more likely to encourage thesausage-factory effect. Combine all thiswith the commercial factor and the neteffect on a potentially superb. new formof entertainment could be disastrous..The commercial effect involves manythings, such as the discovery that "there'smoney to be made in these adventures, ailyou need is some caves, a few monsteror a spaceship, some treasures and a levv•deaths".Then there is the realisation that toN,tadventures don't attract arcade ganiin,;4addicts so easily so "let's push
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You are a Knight of Camelot,searching for Merlin's losttreasure. On your way youwill discover the Witches'Tower, rescue a Princessheld by the wicked Wizardof Trill.

T EL E POR T BOARDING SYSTEM
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You discover the entranceto an ancient pyramidblocked by a rock. Onceinside, you discover firerooms, ice rooms andother traps set by thebuilders to protect thePharaoh. £4.95

Dept E FREEPOST EN/1463 (No stamp)172 Kingston Road, Ewell, Surrey KT19 OBRTelephone 01-393 0283. 24 Hour answering.Prices include postage (outside Europe add 1.00 per item). Access and Visa cards welcome
PHIPPS ASSOCIATES

UNDER THEIR PRIME DIRECTIVE THAT OF PROMOTING INTEREST IN SPACE TRAVEL, SCIENCE FICTION, ASTRONOIVIY ANO UFOLOGY,ISTRA (UK]

TRADERS' CABINS

Send SAE for full list.

IS PROUD TO PRESENT._

For more information, your Passports and Boarding Tickets, contact

A rope above a rock fissureis the only way into thisMagic Mountain, or is it?Legends tell of vast storesof treasure but also ofpoisonous spiders, lizardsand magic at work. £4.95

An old deserted miningtown holds the clues tothe location of' a lost goldmine. Once in the mine,your problems are notover - the roof creaksalarmingly and mightcave in. £4.95

=

Book your seat aboard the Star Ship ULTIMA for the journey of a lifetime.Your trip round the Solar System will begin from the TELEPORT STATION in theCENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER, where you will be beamed aboard the massive star-cruiser.The ULTIMA will be making daily trips between the 6th and llth of AUGUST, 1984, andoffers all the comfort luxury and entertainment of any conventional Earth-Bound cruiser.

FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS.4-111
: ....

A full war-time escapeAdventure. As a prisonerof the Germans, youmust escape through thenetwork oftunnels,roomsand chambers. The fencearound the camp is elec-trified and guards areeverywhere. £6.95**NEW**
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1 graphic adventures". Now picturesadd to adventures but it should be kept inmind that the best pictures often comefrom the players' imaginations. Tryplaying The Hobbit on the BBC — it's thesame game as the Spectrum andCommodore 64 but it doesn't havepictures — you don't lose anyinformation necessary to solve the gameas it's all provided in the text and you'refree to visualise Gandalf, Thorin and allthe others according to your own viewrather than someone else's view. The gamemoves faster without the pauses requiredand each picture is drawn (and that doesallow for BBC operation being generallyfaster).All of this could pale into insignificancewhen compared to one overwhelmingfact. A large number of programmers whoget their work published are dedicatedmicro-computer users whose main hobbyis computing. They have to be to produceprograms with a physical quality suitablefor publication but this also means thattheir experience in other areas is limitedagain by definition since they devote mostof their spare time to computing.This shows in the types of programsappearing in large quantities both in arcadegames and adventures. So many lack orig-inality, spontaneity, even elementarylogic. As an example, without mentioningnames I recently tried an adventure whichexhibited all of these points.You start play on the bridge of theEnterprise (why copy someone else's plot,you could always provide a few notesabout your own space epic asbackground). All rooms leading off thebridge, bar one, contain nothing you canuse at that time and nothing you can pickup.The exception is totally dark when youenter (the infamous 'totally dark' roomof a hundred other adventures) and if youmove, you die (remember that there wasnothing to pick up elsewhere and you arenot carrying a lamp).
Fruitless
After fruitlessly searching for a lampand dying several times; in sheerfrustration I entered "Light Lamp"despite not having one and to there waslight. Was a deadly precipice revealed? Anelectrified wall? An automatic laser? Nosuch luck. I was simply standing in anelevator with its controls visible.If anyone has a logical explanation asto how you die by moving in an elevatorrather than just bumping into a wall let meknow. This is a basic example of anunoriginal, illogical and unfair program.Surely it would have been much better tobump into the wall and then to havefumbled about for a light switch with agood chance of hitting the elevatorcontrols by accident and thus startling mewith a message saying, "the door hasclosed behind you and the room ismoving" or something similar.Unoriginal ideas such as the procedingone should be of concern to all

adventurers and software houses becausethe ultimate decisions, relating to thequality of the game you play, rest in yourhands. If software buyers are notdiscerning the quality of originality of theproducts would sink to the level of thelowest common denominator and dis-courage good writers from the necessary,effort. Why spend months writing abrilliantly original adventure when thereturn can be the same from a rip-off hackrob.The other side of the coin rests with thesoftware houses and whether they have theintegrity to retain the necessary quality intheir products or go for the cheaperoption of trying to market as muchproduct as possible regardless of qualityand originality.

Almost anybody, who can program alittle, can write an adventure but it takes alot more effort to produce a goodadventure, which would you rather seehappening?To help in your decision perhaps a fewof the ingredients, which go to making agood adventure, should be considered.The prime necessity is a good storylinewith the adventure being akin to a novelwhich you don't just read but play anintegral part.There should be a reason for the gamewhether it's to get rich, solve a murder,save the world, destroy an evil wizard orwhatever and the program shouldmaintain its internal logic to be consistentwith this reason.This doesn't rule out a considerablenumber of sidetracks such as the necessityto become rich and powerful beforetaking on the wizard or leaving piles oftreasure around to distract the unwaryfrom their quest.It isn't even necessary to specify thereasons before starting an adventure, as itcan be fascinating to discover your realpurposes as you explore the pro-grammer's world but there should be areason.If is very frustrating to be killed for nogood reason and a good adventure willalways give some warning of impendingdoom or a way out, no matter howobscure.Puzzles and problems are the meat anddrink of adventuring but shouldn'tinvolve knowledge of a too specialisednature for their solution especially if sucha solution is crucial to survive and/or

For instance it's neither fair nor usefulto tie a vital clue to an esoteric piece ofknowledge about the Cray 1 computereven if the author uses it every day — therearen't that many of us with access to aCray.Graphics are unnecessary to adventures,after all Zork is one of the best sellingprograms for personal computers in theUS and not a picture in sight. But thatdoesn't mean they can't play an importantrole. At the moment graphics have beendiscovered by adventure producers,especially after the success of The Hobbitand Valhalla with everyone jumping onthe bandwagon. Part of the problem isthat in the UK the use of disk drives is farlower than in the US where the graphic-assisted adventure is reaching new heightsby using multiple loading from disk.Here, with the majority using cassetteloading, it is necessary for the entireprogram to be memory resident, whichmeans graphcis take a disproportionateamount of memory compared to theirvalue in the program as pictures eat a lotof memory. The net result is the release ofa few adventures where the graphics areeither good or of genuine value to theprogram and an increasing number inwhich relatively poor graphics are beingused as an excuse to cover up even pooreradventures.There are also available a new breed ofgames which rely heavily on graphics, theso-called arcade-adventures (or evenarcventures) such as Halls of The Things(Crystal), Atic Atac (Ultimate) andWarlock of Firetop Mountain (Penguin),which are proving very popular due totheir originality. So popular are they thatthey are spawning their imitators, who arealready lowering the tone of theneighbourhood.
Sausages
The overall plea to programmers mustbe, "Please don't turn out sausages,"because, sooner or later, they'll learn theycan't be fooled indefinitely.If you turn a chance at originality intomediocrity at best and boring, repetitioustedium at worst then no-one will buy yourwork. Before starting to code yourprogram ask yourself some questions. Ismy idea original or does it hve a differentslant on an old idea? Am I giving everyonea fair chance (if they think about myproblems)? Do the graphcis add to thegame (and is the quality worth it) or wouldthe memory be better used in expandingthe text?As an alternative, try working in a teameffort — after all Colossal Cave, Zork,The Hobbit and Valhalla all involved twoor more people working together, evenScott Adams no longer writes an entireadventure on his own. He uses a teamapproach to final production and artiststo produce the graphics. Remember that inthe final exercise, putting a programtogether is only coding but writing anadventure is primarily writing aninteractive novel.
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HAVING PLAYED and conquered somedozen or so adventures in my 12 monthsof computer ownership I began to havefeelings of deja vu. It was all becomingtoo familiar and the challenge waswaning.The idea of writing my own adventureoccurred to me and in August 1983 Istarted work on what was to become TheHouse of Orion for the ZX Spectrum.on the face of it, this was an ambitiousproject for me as my previous experienceamounted to one character generator fora certain role playing game. Prior to that Ihad hardly looked at a program let alonewritten one.
The generator taught me severalinvaluable lessons though, not the leastimportant was that if I wanted to write aprogram I could.An adventure game, however, is anentirely different proposition and theproblems I encountered were new to me.For instance, where do you start?Forget the machine for a while andthink plot. I drew maps, doodled andthought and out of these fragilebeginnings my inspiration was born. Themarkings on one of the maps reminded meof something. I dug out my copy of TheObserver's Book of Astronomy and therewas the constellation of Orion.Patrick Moore had included in the textreferences to the mythology and legendssurrounding Orion the hunter and my plotslowly drew together. The adventure wasto be set in the land of Orion at a timelong ago when magic was still a power,when the constellations had not yet beenset in the skys and the heroes and beaststhat are the constellations still roamed theEarth. The various stars in the systembecame the characters with Rigel the Kingand Bellatrix the compulsory Wizard.There had to be a villain of course andScargull was created, the master villainwho flung down the royal house ofOrion.

Object
This was to be the object of the gamethen, to destroy Scargull and restore Rigelto the throne. It's a great deal morecomplicated than that but I think you'llget the general idea.
I again worked on the maps and thisbrought the land of Orion into existence.1 included eight basic locations which werelater divided into some 120 sub locations.This seemed to be about right but I kept itflexible and was able to expand orcontract it as need arose. It looked like agood sized area for any hero toexplore.I then worked on the puzzles thatadventurers expect and the ideas came thickand fast. Before I knew it I had a fullscenario and as ready to return to thekeyboard.It was now apparent that the format ofthe game was to be the traditional textonly. It was going to be too large for anyform of graphic representation. Thisfitted in with my preferences though and
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without graphics I could expand it to thecomplexity I was planning on.In this type of game there are not thatmany different routines that you actuallyneed. All you require is a method ofdescribing the player's location, allowingshe or he to input a command, decodingthat command and printing the conse-quences of that command.The heart of any adventure program isits catalogue of objects to be found andused, any text only game would be a deadaffair without these. We need then someway of defining whether or not our playeris in possession of any given object.A simple and effective way of doing thisis to assign a variable to each and everyobject in the game. You can do this in thefirst few lines of program in a long list ofLET commands. If you give each object avalue of 0 then they don't exist as far asthe computer is aware and the playerdoesn't have them.Similarly a door could be given thevalue 0 when it is shut then changed to 1when opened. You can now test if, acondition is met by using IF or IF NOT.Orion starts with a list of 45 LETs andin it is the statement LET loc = 2000, locin this case being short for location andthe number 2000 being the line number ofthe starting location. A simple GOSUBloc will now take the player to the hill topand the start of his journey. (See listingone).
Underway

If L string is now printed the game isunderway. You can see that two directionsare possible from the hill top — up anddown. If at the start of the main loop weput a line defining all directions as 0 andwe now change two directions to a valuegreater than 0 then you may see that theplayer can only move in a direction thathas a positive value.In this case that value represents the linenumbers of the adjacent locations. If afterevery change of location we reset alldirections to 0 then we are ready for newpaths to open up.If the player chooses to go up the hillwe can test if up is possible again using IF,redefine up as loc and move to the linenumber representing that direction.Now we have to contend with theplayer's input. This may be a direction hewishes to go in, a desire to examine ortake an object, a plea for help or indeedanything that comes into his head.Therefore, the program must be able toreact to as many commands as possibleand have a reaction prepared for invalidinputs. A large a vocabulary as possible isnecessary then for the average adventurer,a creature with a permanent glazedexpression and bruise marks up and downhis body where he has kicked himself fornot thinking of that before.When the command is input it receives _aseries of transformations prior to theresult being printed to screen. First theupper-case letters are weeded out (listingtwo). This two-line routine can save a lot

2000>LET L$="You are on the hittside.There a r e  paths Leading uP and down.": LET up=13g0: LET d0=1420: RETURN
Listing one: movement to the hill-top and start of the journey

102>FOR n =1 TO LEN i i S ( n )>="R" AND i$Cn)t="Z" THEN LET i$(n) =CHR$ (CODE I $ (r1) +32)103 NEXT n
Listing two: weeding out upper case letters

501)/F i$(1)=" " AND LEN i$>1 THEN LET i$=i$i2 TO ):  GO TO VAL"501"502 LET S t :  LET v$="": LET n$=": FOR n=1 TO LEN i$505 IF i$(n)=". " }IND NOT st THEN LET $t=1: GO TO 2e510 IF NOT st THEN LET v$=v$4-i$cn)515 IF st THEN LET ns=n$4-i$In)520 NEXT n
Listing three: changing into verb and noun strings272>IF"1980"
1980)IFhat?:";

V$="turn" THEN GO TO VRL
n$="" THEN INPUT "Turn wLINE n$: GO TO VRL "1980

2985 IF n$="handle" AND lac=1032THEN PRINT °"The door opens.":LET we=1135: CO TO VAL "100"1987 co TO VAL "499"
Listing four: examples of IF THEN lines using recognised verbsof heartbreak when trying to debug thefinal program. Next the input must be splitinto the two-word format verb noun.Listing three changes the i (input) stringinto the v (verb) and n (noun) strings andfrom now on these two words are dealtwith separately.I constructed a list of IF THEN linesusing every verb recognised by the gameand then diverted the verb through this list.Directions can also be accounted for inthis list. For example IF v S – "up" ANDup (has a positive value) THEN LET loc= up:GOTO 25 (where up is reset to 0).Listing four shows another example. Theverb turn has been input and this sends usto line 1980 where the references to turnare stored. Line 1980 checks to see if anoun is also present and then searches forthat noun.It finds that only one thing can beturned, a handle, and then checks to see ifthe player is at the same location as thehandle. If he is, it informs us that the dooropens and opens the route west. Theprogram is then sent back to line 100where the player_is again asked what next.Line 1987 here is interesting. If noreferences to the noun are found or avariable not fulfilled then line 499 is usedto tell the adventurer "I can't ";v $," ";r1$;" try again." A similar line just prior to499 and at the end of the v string routineinforms the player that his chosen verb isnot understood. Thus this section of theprogram is error trapped.Take and drop may cause you someproblems. The take section of myprogram relies on the variables initiated atthe start of the game. If the playerindicates that he wishes to take an objectand we confirm he is at the right locationby checking loc then we change the

relevant variable to the value of 1. If aninventory is now requested simply checkthe value of all variables and print toscreen all those with a positive value.I found that the use of DATA andREAD were not as vital as some peoplewould have you believe but without these Ihad a few uneasy moments with drop. Ifound though that I didn't really need adrop routine.Most of the objects in the game weredual purpose, ie required in more than oneplace. So if an adventurer asks to drop anobject he is asked "Why? You may needit." Occasionally I allowed a strangecreature to sneak on screen and run awaywith a dropped object never to be seenagain.We now have a method of describingthe player's location, decoding an inputcommand and allowing the computer toanalyse that command describingconsequences.Skeleton
What more do you need for anadventure? Not a lot really. All the rest isancillary to the main program. Once youhave the main skeleton of the game laidout you can go through it again addingprofessional touches here and there. It'sthe bare bones of a program that make thegame.I hope this article will inspire some ofyou to attempt the seemingly quantumleap from playing games to compilingthem. You'll find that the buzz you getfrom solving an adventure is nothingcompared to actually writing one. I'llsupply a cassette of The House of Orionto any readers who send me 0.00. (Writeto David Newton, 4 Pewfist Green,Westhoughton, Bolton, Lanes).I I

the
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PERHAPS THE most obvious use ofmachine code in adventures is to servicegraphics at speed."Graphics?, at speed?, it's not an arcadegame, you know" might be the cry of thetraditional adventurer, and I must to someextent agree, but graphics are used toillustrate adventures, and in some casesthey are animated as well. However evenfor text adventures there is quite a lot tobe gained from throwing off the fetters ofBASIC and getting the machine to doexactly what you want, using its nativetongue.It rather depends what you want froman adventure. They span the full rangefrom those of great size, having hundredsof' locations, terse text and the accent onquantity, to full three-D graphics, soundand real-time animation, with the accenton realism. To fans of the former it is abit like: you've read the book, now goand hate the film.I shall introduce the ideas of m'achinecode as applied to an adventure usingtraditional sentence input, hi-res coloupgraphics illustrations, and implemented onthe Dragon 32. The main reason being thefact that I am writing just such a game, butI shall try to avoid being too specific, andkeep the cat in the bag. So, non-Dragonreaders, read on. •
Polling routine

Unfortunately the Dragon has morethan its fair share of restraints, and this isdefinitely a mixed blessing. You cannotuse text on the hi-res screen and the inputroutine leaves a bit to be desired, so I havereally got down to fundamentals. Myadventure has its own keyboard pollingroutine and its own character generation,and can almost work independantly of theBASIC ROM. I am not going torecommend that everyone goes this far,but it does give the game a different feel,almost as if you have a new computer,with coloured, lower-case letters andmore lines to the screen.What I'm doing in effect is including anew Operating System into the game,burning up a bit of memory maybe, but itpays off. Let us see what it has to do. Themain loop of an adventure is very simple,you start at a location, it is described,adding moveable objects as appropriate,and for an illustrated adventure it ispicured.You then input a command, with asmuch scope to edit it as possible. This isprocessed, usually as a verb and object.Three main response areas are serviced,either an objection is displayed, an actioncarried out at the location or the locationis changed. The program then loops todisplay a new location or the changedstate of the old one.We will take the actions in this orderand see how machine coding is applied.First the description of the location.There are two main word tables in thegame, a verb table, which will be used later,and a table of everything else. Many ofyou will be familiar with the idea of
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Putting codethe picture
comrpessing text by tokenising. BASICuses it for programs and it helps withadventures as well. I have created a wordtable that is very like a BASIC program ifsent directly to the screen, a mixture of bitsof sense with embedded graphiccharacters. This not only compresses itbut discourages cheaters as well.The first words in the table are thelocation names, followed by the names ofobjects you can manipulate, then otherwords or letter groups, followed by fulllocation descriptions and other responsecomments. The elements are separated byzeroes. The table serves the programmany ways, the first words are data for thedetokenising routine and serve the nounrecognition routine, and it provides all theresponses to be displayed.As the display is in high resolution, anintermediate text space is needed for wordprocessing with the text in ASCII form.The full display routine works as follows.The calling program provides the numberof the text string to be displayed, and thetable is scanned from the start until thatnumber of zeroes are passed.The buffer is cleared and characters aretransferred to the buffer in turn. If a codeexceeds 127 it is deemed a token and thedetokenising subroutine is called. Thisstores the present table pointer, subtracts128 from the code, finds the appropriatedefinition string and lays it in until a zerois found. The table pointer is restored andtext from the main string continued. Thesubroutine may call itself if it finds a tokenwithin a token definition.Since most location descriptionscontain the location names, names ofother locations 'accessible from it andnames of objects, it makes sense to givethese nouns tokens and define them earlierin the table where they can also serve otherword handling routines.When the text has been expanded intothe buffer it is then converted into lowercase, except the first letter and anysubsequent letters two spaces beyond a fullstop. This is easy using machine code withindexed addressing. The contents of thebuffer, in standard ASCII rather thanDragon screen codes, is now treated forword wrap-round.A register is pointed at the last characterin the first line, and a counted backwardsuntil a space is reached. All the subsequenttext is moved up by this count and the endof the line filled with spaces. More linesare done until a zero is encountered.

•

Software author Stuart Sampson looks at the advantagesof writing adventures using machine code.
The text is now ready to go on thescreen. In this game the screen is divided sothat the top half is for pictures, and apartfrom the input space at the bottom, therest is for output text. The system countsthe lines of the new material in the buffer,scrolls old text up by this amount, andinserts the new text, converting it using thehi-res character shape table. A marker isapplied so the player sees where the newtext starts.The result is that best use is made of thetext space, in most cases the player can seeprevious responses, and that, although thecharacters are a bit crude, the mixed casesgive a very legible display. There is no needto preform the text to suit line length sodescriptions can be composed freely.A special character is used in thelocation descriptions which causes adiversion of the display routine during theexpansion stage. This marks the beginningand end of references to moveableobjects. For example you might want tosay: YOU ARE IN THE KITCHEN. YOUSEE KNIVES. The table entry mightexpand to: YOU ARE IN THEKITCHEN. YOU SEE*When the first 4 is reached, the routinelooks to see if there is anything in thekitchen and if not regards the first as azero and stops. Otherwise it substitutes aspace and continues.When it finds a followed by a zero itlists the objects, each followed by acomma and space, except the last, whichgets a full stop. To improve the sense formore than one object the word AND isneeded before the last.

Best methods
With the description up the next stage isto draw a picture. One cannot deny thatgraphics are very greedy of memory, andill hi-res great cunning is needed tocompress the data enough to stop itdriving out the plot of the game. Itdepends a great deal which micro you haveas to the methods that are best.In the armoury are a few that are worthlisting. "Run Length Encoding" meansscanning the pixels and recording howmany there are before a colour change,along with a code for the colour.Machine code is essential here, BASICwould take forever and a day. On a fourcolour display you could use one byte perelement; the two most significant MO bitsfor the colour, leaving the lower bits for acount up to 64 pixels. This coding is most
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A maze map which the author has designed as a personal aid in writing an adventure
effective with horizontal strips, but, in theworst case, fine vertical detail, it uses morememory than the original.Alternatively one can EXCLUSIVE ORa byte with the one above. If the result isnot zero you store it. If it is zero youstore a zero and go on do the next byte,counting rather than storing until a non-zero result comes. You then store thecount, followed by the non-zero result,and loop.This may seem a little complex to grasp,but it fares well with vertical repitition.You can also imitate BASIC's LINE,PLOT and FILL (PAINT) systems, or usespecial routines to generate the pictures.The latter may well be esential in mazes. Ofcourse combinations may help, drawingover standard backgrounds downloadedfrofil- compressed data.With the picture on the screen, thedescription displayed and the objectslisted, it remains to input the player'scommand. This is typed in and thecharacters have to be echoed in the inputspace.
Verb search
The text buffer is used again here, theresults of the keyboard scan are put into itand the whole contents redisplayed onevery change. Machine code is fast enoughto make this look instant. The cursor isindicated by a colour change and canbackspace non-destructively for editing.When the ENTER key is pressed, thecommand is processed. The game acceptssingle letter commands for direction,inventory and Look (in the sense of"repeat location description"). These arecreamed off first, then a verb search isbegun. Word searches start scanning thetables looking for a first letter match, aconsiderable time saving over BASIC.When this tallies, an attempt is made tomatch the rest. As soon as this fails thefirst letter search continues. Success inmatching is when either a zero is found inthe table string, or a full stop is found inthe buffer string. Thus input words can beabbreviated at the players risk, ie if he givestoo few letters a match might be made onan earlier word in the table than heintended.In the Verb Search a count is kept of theelements tested and this token is stored inworkspace as the first word of thesentence. If no match is found an errormessage is given.The "Noun" Search is repeated with allsubsequent words, if the verb requires anobject. This is slightly more flexible thanthe verb search. It searches the main word

table and regards spaces as zeroes as itgoes, and keeps no count. When a matchis found it might be on the second wordof a string. The table pointer is then runback to the start only counting zeroes toget the noun value. Thus a table mightbe:
KITCHENPANTRYBEER CELLARDINING ROOMBILLIARDS ROOMThe input might be:GO CELLAR

The match will be on the fourth word,but on the return the pointer does notcount the space between BEER andCELLAR and so gives the right stringnumber. The player who expects to reachthe BILLIARDS ROOM by typing "GOROOM" has only himself to blame.This style of entry is intended toalleviate the frustration for lazy typists likemyself, and those whose logic dictates that"GO BEER" might rightfully lead to amerry drowning. However, there arepenalties for laziness and it is part of thegame to see what you can get away with.There is also the chance to use sentencesof more than three words, such as "PUTDAGGER IN BOX".This leads me to an analysis of thecommand once it has been tokenised. Aswith using BASIC, each verb leads to avery special action, and as such reallyneeds a routine of its own to find out ifthe object and location are appropriate,then adjusting the data accordingly. Suchroutines often sprout branches thatdisplay one of the many disapprovingcomments in the main word table.Two verb types form the core of mostadventures, those to change yourlocation, and those to move objects. Theformer include abbreviations N, E, S andW, and words such as GO, CLIMB, RIDEetc. All verbs involve "feasibility data",and in the case of GO and direction lettersI have another table. We'll call it theLOCATION TABLE, but it is one ofmany types of MAPPING TABLE.Each element starts with the stringnumber for the location's description,and a byte to select the picture. Thenfollow codes for the possible exits, givingthe locations reached, either as theirnumber, or relatively, le the number ofelements to skip to reach the one inquestion. This scan, if the table is orderedcorrectly, allows more locations than thecapacity of the code.The verbs have to select the correct codein the element. In other words there has to

be a way to identify which location isnorth, or which can be a valid object forGO. This can be by position in a fixedelement length table, or by testing certainbits with the code.There are mazes in the game I amwriting, and I have condensed the datainto a very compact table, which userelative addressing of neighbouringlocations. The accompanying illustrationshows a map of this type of maze and thenumbering system used. No step in thismaze involves location number changingby more than plus or minus three, yet thereare 50 locations.The keyboard scan I use for the Dragongives a unique code for the arrow keyswhen shift is pressed, and players can steerthemselves on the arrow keys using theshift, rather than move the cursor. Leftand right turn you, and up arrow stepsyou forward.Turning to verbs that manipulateobjects, we need to think how to handlemoveable object data. An object can onlybe in one place at a time so it is mostcompact to create a workspace table withone location element an object. We findout where an object is by reading theaddress formed by adding the objectnumber to the table base address.Assuming you don't go for more than250 locations, a byte per element willsuffice. The remaining values can stand forspecial locations viz:Your are carrying itIt is in some containerYou are wearing itIt is non-existentMachine code searches can quickly scanfor these codes and determine what andhow much you are carrying, the contentsof a box, what's in the kitchen and soon.
Graphics
Verb action is simple then, to GETsomething, check that you are in thelocation given for it in the table, counthow many articles you are carrying and ifnot too many, put the CARRYING codeinto the table. The location descriptionroutine will then not find the object, andso it will not be "seen" in thedescription.I'm probably preaching to theconverted when I say that planning beforecoding is important, particularly in theverb action area. For instance as younarrow down the verbs, take those thatwork on a moveable object as a group,and look at the object for validity beforebeginning the individual verb routines.Then distribute the action to the routineswith further object selection as required.I haven't mentioned graphicsanimation, nor the value of machine codefor real time adventures, where you don'twant to penalise the player for time takenfor BASIC to search strings. I thinkthough you will see how machine codecan enhance an adventure, giving thatquickness and polish that make BASICversions look old hat.
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GOLDEN BATON - Your mission is to recover the GoldenBaton, a priceless artifact that holds within it a kind of life force thatmaintains the equilibrium between good and evil.
ARROW OF DEATH PART 1 - Although restored to its rightfulplace. in the throne room over 5 years ago the Golden Baton which usuallyshines brighter than normal gold has suddenly become tarnished, at thesame time gloom and despair settles over the whole kingdom. Find thesource of this evil influence before it is too late.
ARROW OF DEATH PART 2 - Having successfully completedArrow of Death Part 1, you now have the components to make a magicalarrow with which you will be able to destroy Zerdon, the evil accomplice ofthe Wizard Akyrz, the real mastermind behind the evil that has befallen theGolden Baton.
ESCAPE FROM PULSAR 7 - As last surviving crew member of thisill fated space freighter you must somehow manage to make your escape orbe eaten by a mutant monster now roaming free.FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT - A human guinea-pig for a race ofsuper intelligent beings that have no bodily form. Plucked from your bed inorder to satisfy their craving for life force that will sustain them.
THE TIME MACHINE - Trapped in a thick fog on the moors whilstsearching for the house of Dr. Potter.
CIRCUS - What appears to be a circus in full swing from the distancesuddenly becomes as silent as the grave as you open the gate into the field.THE WIZARD AKYRZ - Twice defeated by a mere mortal it has takenthe evil wizard some time to recover his power. Will he destroy again.PERSEUS AND ANDROMEDA - Take on the role of Perseus, sonof Zeus and Danae and bring back the head of Medusa the gorgan.TEN LITTLE INDIANS - A train journey begins your quest for thegolden idol left by Major Johnston-Smythe when he died.
WAXWORKS - A nightmare comes true. you must find your way out ofthe waxworks factory in which all the exhibits mysteriously come alive.
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THE TROUBLE with most strategic-tactical wargames, compared with arcadegames, is that once the solution is found,the game is usually consigned to a deepdrawer. It has lost any surprise.Red Shift have come up with a novelsolution to this. Apocalypse is a gamefor 1-4 players — an interesting departurein itself, but solo players should bewarned that solo play is, as they say,difficult. The game is produced inconjunction with Games Workshop.Available for the Spectrum 48K and BBCB what makes it particularly rewarding isthat expansion kits are available whicheffectively give the game an unlimitedlife."
The master program comes in a stoutbox, roughly the size of two cassettes,which in my opinion is the best method ofpackaging nowadays: neat, endurable,good-looking and manageable. It costs£9.95.In computer wargaming, as in boardwargaming, bigger is often thought to bebest, and Red Shift draw your attention tothe fact that, with expansion modules, thewhole outfit will give you over 400K ofprogram and data. That should be enoughfor anybody.The main, skeleton program is loadedfirst (during which you may choose to seethe ads), after which one of the fourscenarios contained in the master pack isloaded. You may elect to start wars inEurope, Britain, London or theCaribbean (I would have thought theMiddle East would be more appropriatehere). The idea is that, although the mapsmay differ, the game mechanics remain thesame from map to map.To start the game, players choose themillennium in which they wish to destroythe world: from OAD (were nuclearweapons a problem then?) to 7999 AD.Then they decide on names for theirempire, after which one of 10 symbols isgiven to each domain. Twenty-fourempire centres are flashed on to the screenin quick succession, with each playerattempting to grab one. If your reflexesare slow, you may find that you have gotTunis instead of Vienna. This carries onuntil all centres are occupied. I would haveliked to have seen this come about as aresult of strategy and territory-winning,rather than quickness of the hand. As it is,there seems to be little chance of coherentstrategy at this stage.Then the game proper begins. Eachplayer deploys his armies, expanding

A game with anunlimited life
A wargame that promises entertainment for months is howTony Bridge describes Apocalypse in the review below

during the course of the game from hischosen centres. In one corner of thescreen is a box which shows a magnified,nine-square view of the area withinformation on each unit at the presentlocation, underneath a cursor which theplayer can move around a screen.Now old board wargamers (or oldbored wargamers, or old BALDwargammers) are on familiar ground. Theunits look just like those little cardboardcounters, with the strength of the unitdisplayed next to a little graphic symbol.The unit may be either navy, army ornuke.

During the deployment phase, new unitsmay be built, depending on the revenue atthe location (urban areas generating morethan desert areas, and so on; the presenceof nuclear weapons drastically reducesthat area's earning capability. After all,who wants to live and work at groundzero).After building and deployment comesmoving and combat. All this is familiarground — terrain affects movement, andthe outcome of combat is decided by theplayers choosing one of several options.This is where the usual stumbling-block ofmulti-player computer games is met. Atsome point, everyone has to turn awaywhile the current player makes his secretentry.Combat in Apocalypse is a sort ofscissors-and-paper game, comprising asecret input by attacker and defender ofone from a list of numbers, followed bythe matching of the options selected. Ifthe defender has chosen the same optionas the attacker, then the defender wins. Ifhe underestimates the attack, the attackerwins, but may suffer some casualties.However, if the defender overestimates
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<I then the attacker wins outright. The soloplayer may ask the computer to launch itsown attack and defence systems, in whichcase, all you have to do is sit back andwatch everything happen.This is all pretty much like any othelboard game, but Apocalypse, as you willhave realised, has a nuke capability. At anytime during his move, a player may decideto launch a pre-emptive nuclear strike (themanual, reassuringly, warns agains theconsequences) but doing so may wellprecipitate the final conflagration.
Complex rules
The manual is generally quite goodthough a little confusing in certain areas.It states that there are three basic sets ofvictory conditions then goes on to listjust two. The first is the fast game, whichconsists of players fighting swift actionsto occupy a certain number of (named)centres. No provision is made here forsolo play. The second is the long game,which consists of an economic battle inwhich the players aim for a targetrevenue.The rules are fairly complex, and soshou.I4_ appeal to refugees from the gameboard. Play ability, too, is good, andbenefits from the colourful graphics: themanipulation of the various modules is alittle awkward, and you may find yourself'loading and reloading the programs atedious chore from cassette.However, Apocalypse and its attendantmodules are extremely good value. TheThe best books for theSUNSHINE Micro Adventurer

Commodore 64Adventures
A blueprint for the construction andplaying of Adventure programsbased on a full text Adventure.ISBN: 0 946408 11 4
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initial program will cost you, asmentioned, £9.95. There are, at themoment, three expansion modulesavailable, each containing several newmaps. These are £4.95 each, which is goodvalue for the first volume since it containsUSA, SE Asia, S Africa, the Artie Circle,Star Systems, the Nether Earth, a greatselection. But subsequent volumes seem alittle mean, offering, as they do, just twomaps each, these cover the Fall of Rome,Napoleon's campaigns, the War in thePacific, as well as 1984. With others tofollow, no-one can complain aboutApocalypse wearing out.The maps are accessed by, first of all,loading the main program, and then thedesired expansion kit.' A sheet ofinstructions with the expansion kits givesvictory conditions (which are different ineach case) tor each map and hints on howto play for the victory. The playmechanics, however, are the same for allthe maps.So, for instance, in the Galacticmodule, the player moves around a mapof deep space. in which the empire centresare not earthly cities, like most of theothers (with the exception of the NetherEarth scenario) but stars and planets.Learn the mechanics of the original tape,and the rest follows on. This is rather likethe good old board games from AvalonHill and SSI. Although the loading can bea little tricky, once play is started,everything is pretty straightforward.To take a detailed look at just one of

Spectrum Adventures
A major work by Tony Bridge andRoy Cornell which details the growthand development of Adventuregaming and then presents a fullgraphic Adventure game called'The Eye of the Star Warrior'ISBN: 0 946408 07 6

<orthroodvent: , le 64;ores

Look out for the Sunshine range in W.H. Smith's,Boots, John Menzies, other leading retail chainsand through our national network of bookshops andspecialist stores.Dealer enquiries: 01-437 4343
Please send meSpectrum Adventures r Commodore 64 Adventuresat E5.95 each I I at E5.95 each
I enclose cheque/postal order for E madepayable to: Sunshine Books: 12/13 Little Newport St.,London WC2R 3LD
Name
Address
Signature

the scenarios, Decline and Fall, we can seethat this is all about the dread Goths andSassanids, against the Romans.• The map displays Europe in 286 AD,and the game is played through quarterlyperiods, and the play follows the sameshape as that in the Master Module. Thereare certain details, however, in Decline andFall, one being the emergence of disease.At the start of each quarter there is arandom chance of plague occurring, andif this does indeed happen the effects willlast for five periods.Up to three plague areas may be effectedat any one time, and troops within theseareas will also be adversely affected.Combat, too, is slightly different, in thatRoman Legions, if stronger than 10divisions, may regroup after a wrongdefence by their commander, and re-attack. The other scenarios have their ownvictory conditions, and their ownanomalies.
Instructions
Though the original, Master Module islavishly packaged, with a good manual,the expansion kits come in ordinarycassette boxes, with a sheet ofphotocopied instructions not veryinspiring.All in all, however, what this adds up tois a game system which should keepanyone happy for many months. If youare fed up with saving the world frommarauding alien hordes and want insteadto start the final holocaust.0

Ell N I B

We can normally deliver in 4/5 days. I



ADVENTURES HAVE been developingsince the Crowther and Woods originalmainframe game Adventures. The firstmicro computer adventures in the UK werefor the ZX-8I and were usually written inBasic. These adventures had to stand upon the descriptive powers of theirprogrammers and the fiendishness of thepuzzles they set.As can be expected, many were poor,even Psion's double cassette proved to bebad value for money. They just couldn'thold the attention of the average playerlong enough.In those, now distant days, there weretwo types of game, arcade and adventure,and people were fans of either one type orthe other. The same segregation can still befound, but trying to determine what is anarcade game and what is an adventure isbecoming more and more difficult.
Lumbering monster

The game that began to merge theborders was 3D Monster Maze, by ,J KGreye (brings back memories doesn't it?).The idea was to escape from the maze,avoiding the hideous monster. It soundslike- an adventure plot, but was played inthree dimensions with superb use of theZX-81's graphics in creating a terrifying,lumbering monster.Then the same firm introduced Cata-combs, a 'real-time graphic adventure',which was loved or hated by most people,but both its admirers and detractorsconsisted of arcade fans, and adventurersin equal number. This was the secondgeneration of adventures: the graphicadventure with little text.Overcom
ONE THING many programmers corn-plain about is lack of inspiration.Inspiration is essential to the adventurewriter who needs a good scenario andplot. To help along any readers finding itdifficult to develop their own scenarios Ioffer my own description of TheVoyage.Here begins The Voyage. We had beensailing against relentless winds. Everynight when we dropped anchor the windwould try to pull us off course. Therations were low and murmurs of mutinywere heard in the cabins, but still I, as thecaptain, drove them on. I believe that Iwould be dead now if we hadn'tstumbled accidently across the wreck.It was on the morning of the tenth dayof our voyage. The sea lay, like a greatdesert, on all sides of us. We stood outon the waves, a solitary craft on miles ofocean. I gave the order to pull up theanchor but it would not budge.We sent down some divers to discoverwhat was wrong and they came backtalking of treasure and shipwrecks.I dived that afternoon and found thewreck. Somehow air had been trapped init upturned body so it was possible to

Jason Orbaum looks at new horizons for adventures andoffers hints on theme development
The idea caught on. Soon secondgeneration adventures were found inarcades, with ther most popular being'Tutankhamon, a fast action adventure setin a pyramid."But," the purists argued, "anadventure must have puzzles". The latestsecond generation adventures haveenough puzzles to wrack even the mostdedicated adventurer's brain. By way of anexample allow me to use Raiders of theLost Ark, a cartridge for the Atari 2600system. Ask any owner of this game forhelp and he will load you with clues onhow to reach the black market where youneed the parachute, and how to get out of'the marsh.The third generation of adventuregames features two games that stand outabove other adventures. These are bothavailable for the Spectrum and one ofthem has been translated across a range ofmachines. They are Valhalla and TheHobbit.
The third generation is the mixedi•

Generagap will

no writers' b
surface for breath occasionally. I foundwhat was holding the anchor down. Ithad jammed into the base of the ship andwould need a team to get it out.I surfaced, but to my horror the worsthad happened. The crew had mutiniedand gone off leaving me alone. They hadcut the anchor rope and I saw it lyingthere, pushed into a never endingkaleidoscope of shapes by the waves.Futuristic craft
Again I dived into the murky ,depthsand back to the ship to explore it. Threehours later I had found several itemswhich might have proved useful in therooms that were not submerged. Amusket, a gold chain, some knives, atinder box and a chest that I could notopen.I decided to shoot the lock off thechest. Inside I found a map with a titlethat chilled me to my bones, Atlantis.The whole ship shook and I couldn'tbelieve my eyes as a futuristic craft cametowards me. I felt a tractor beam pullingme in and then I passed out.This game could be divided into three

tionens
text/graphic adventure. The Hobbitstarted it and was generally accepted asbrilliant graphically. The game washeralded as one of the best adventures everdevised. This, in my opinion, is a vastexaggeration. The Hobbit is more than anaverage adventure. The independentcharacters don't really seem to do muchexcept wait, move, tell you to hurry up, orsing about gold, and if Elrond •says helloto me once more I shall scream. (Surely aflag to test how many times you have methim could have been inserted at little extratrouble.)Good viewing
Valhalla suffers from the same faults asThe Hobbit. It is brilliant to watch, butboring to play. Sorry Legend but that isthe impression a number of people have,not just me.The best third generation game in myopinion are in the Mysterious adventureseries. Their strong point is that theystarted as text adventures and the plotsock

parts. In the first, the adventurer ascaptain of the ship must ration the food,and navigate a bath through the storms.I the player is lucky enough to dropanchor where the wreck is he can exploreit in the second part.This game could be played as a graphicadventure (second generation) in whichthe player must continually come up forair. When the player blows the lock offthe chest the Atlantean ship takes him tothe third adventure.
This adventure could take manyforms, but must tie up the answers left bythe former two adventures. These are:what caused the wreck of the ship in thesecond adventure? What has happenedto the captain's original ship? Will thecaptain return home? What caused theappearance of the Atlantean craft whenthe player opened the chest?The last adventure could be a struggleto escape Atlantis, during which theplayer fin-ds out a great deal about thehistory of the place, or the player mightwish to join the Atlantean community,for which he would have many tasks tofill. The possibilities are endless, onceyou have the inspiration.
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have not changed. This means that theyhave graphics as an extra, whereas gamessuch as Valhalla have graphics as one ofthe main features.But what does the future hold foradventures? One thing is for sure, beforethe end of 1984 the multi-player game willhave arrived, with or without BigBrother's help. This is the true fourthgeneration adventure. The adventure basedon The Lord of the Rings may well needsix players controlling hod°, Gandalf,Aragorn, Fangorn, Denethor, andTheoden, with options for Saruman andSauron to be played by either thecomputer or two more players.The game, played on a disk-basednetwork, allows communication betweencharacters only when they are in the same

STOCKISTS OF ALL THE LATEST MICROADVENTURER GAMES FOR THE SPECTRUM,COMMODORE 64, DRAGON AND BBC -4- ALLTHE USUAL FANTASY ROLE PLAYINGSYSTEMS

40(.A.4.%,d4C.•0(.0cosdc:cAAA;JC,cocAAJUcaidc.Aid*.•
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location. The possibilities are endless.Imagine Frodo with the entire Shirecommunity behind him offering the Ringto Sauron in return for Aragorn andGandalf, and then not even keeping hisside of the bargain.And what of the fifth generation? Will itbe arcade-style multi-player games playedon a Vax based network? It could be thatlaser disks would make it possible to livean adventure in a much more realistic waythan is possible at the moment.These are already in use in the arcadegames such as Astron belt, and a morerecent release, Dragons Lair. This game isof interest to the adventurer as its plot isvery like that of an adventure. The playercontrols Dirk the Daring in his strugglesagainst dragons, bugs, black riders and the
Dragon 32/64 BBC Model /B ElectronAtari 400/600/800 (48K) TRS80 C/C (32K)747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR

Superbly realistic instrumentationand pilot's view in lifelikesimulation which includesemergencies such as engine firesand systems failures. Thisprogram uses high resolutiongraphics to the full to produce themost realistic flight-deck displayyet seen on a home computer.There are 21 real dials and 25other indicators (see diagram).Your controls operate throttle,ailerons, elevators, flaps, slats,spoilers, landing gear, reversethrust, brakes, etc. You see therunway in true perspective. Usesjoysticks and includes options tostart with take-off or randomlanding approach. "A realsimulation, not just anothergame- (Your Computer, April 19'83).Cassette f 9.95 (p&p and VATincluded):
Special Offer on Joysticks
Due to a scoop purchase of joysticks we are able to offer thesetremendous discounts. (Price are per pair of joysticks — not soldindividually -- offer subject to availability).Recommended retail price f 17.50Our normal price E15.50Bought with 747 simulator ONLY f 12.50Above prices apply to BBC, Dragon and Tandy compatible joysticks.For Atari compatible joysticks add f2•00.

4431,,w

tWtVtV .... . . .  : ....

like to find a wizard and rescue a princess.Maybe this can be classed as a fifthgeneration adventure.We could, of course, end up going fullcircle • and returning to standard textadventures. This would be a good thing aslong as the adventures were correctlyconstructed, but with the expected tide ofQuill-like products rolling in from thesilicon sea it will become increasingly easyto produce a poor adventure in anevening.Having used the Quill I can see that allthe preparation and planning of a goodadventure will still have to be undertaken,but will software writers want to write agood adventure when they can make a fastbuck from an average game? Time willsort the good software from the bad.r1
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ACTUAL SCREEN PHOTOGRAPH

DACC Ltd (Dept. M.A.), 23 Waverley Road, Hindley, Nr. Wigan, LancashireVVN2 3BN
Please send me by return lst class mail:
Copiesof747FlightSimulatoratE9.95
P a i r s ofJoysticksatperpair
enclose chequelp_o. for total of
My computer is a
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Programs from readers thismonth includb a text-onlyadventure from Alan Blackhamin Stapleford (this page). Theprogram uses data statements.It should be suitable for anymachine with the exceptions ofa ZX81 and a Spectrum 16K.And from Jullian Marshall-James in Somerset comes OnSafari, an adventure for the Vic205 16K. You'll find it on page45. Some of the obstacles you'llmeet are inhospitable terrainsand unfriendly animals.

Send us your adventure listings— modules which readers canincorporate into their owngames, short adventures anduseful programming routinesare all welcome. Please sendus a printout and cassettealong with a generaldescription of the program anddetails of how it is constructedand can be used. If you want usto return your program, enclosea stamped, addressedenvelope. If you have anyqueries on the listings, write tothe appropriate author, YourAdventures, Micro Adventurer,12-13 Little Newport St, LondonWC2R 3LD

1

A mansion many enterbut from which fewsuccessfully leave
From Alan Blackharn in Stapleford, Notts
IN THIS text-only adventure, calledEscape, it is the player's task to workthrough a labyrinth of rooms that makeup a mansion that has fallen intodisrepair.On the way a player might encounteranything from monsters to trapdoors,before finding the key which opens thedoor leading to freedom.As it uses data statements, this programshould work on any computer except aZX81.

10 REM20 REM30 REM40 REM50 REM60 REM70 REM80 REM90 REMGOSUB 990(.1100 REM110 REM ****** INITIALISE ******120 REM130 LET R=1110 DIM T$0.0)FL(10),C$(10),R$1.20)15(3 DIM D1(20),D2(20),D3.:20),D4(20)160 FOR ',A TO 201.2'( READ R$(1)180 NEXT 1190 FOR TO 20200 READ Dl(I),D2(I),D3c,i),D4c,I)210 NEXT I220 FOR Ii TO 10
230 READ TS(I),CS(I),L(I)240 NEXT I
25• REM ** DATA FOR ROOMS **260270
'1q0290300310320330340Z503603:;'0380390400410420430440450160470
(1480490500510

***************

S.LACKHAM *
p.I9TH JAN 1984 (C)*

********************

It is too long for a Spectrum 16K.Since it is a text adventure all that needschanging are CHRS(24) for clearing thescreen. This is CIS on some computers oran inverse heart on the Commodoremachines.
You are told where you are and you tellit what to do, such as GET CAT or N forgo north.The program will work on the Vic 20with expansion, on the Spectrum 48K, theCommodore 64, the Dragon, the BBCand most other computers that useBasic.

• o

BATH,ROOM,DINING,ROOM,KITCHEN,SIORE,ROOMBED,ROOM,CELLER,DOST,BIN,COMPOTEK,ROOMDARK,ROOM,LIVING,ROON7SMALL,ROOM,LARGE,ROOMPLAY,ROOM,SWIMMING,POOL,GREEN,HOUSE,GARDENGARAGEySHEDyDUSTY,ROOM„WENDY,HOUSEREM ** DATA FOR DOORS **
DATA 0,2,0,0,0,3,0,1,0,1,01,2y0,0,7,3,0,6,0,0,0,?y5DATA 4,0,10,0,0,9,1370„670,078,7,11,0,0y0,15,12,10DATA 11,0,19,11,8,14y0,0,0,12,1.1,1Z,OvOy0,11DATA 0,1:/„070y14,18,0,16,0,19,0,17,12,20,0,18,0 0,0,19REM ** DATA FOR THINGS **DATA BOX,LOCKEDO,RAT,DEAD,3,TIN,FULL,OF,WIKED,lBEANSDATA GUN,NOT,LOADED,5,SAFEfLOCKED,10DATA DOOR,LOCKED,20,SHOE,VERY,OLD,AND,DIRTY,14DATA LADDER,BROCKEN,DOWN,THE,MIDDLE02DATA KNIFE7VERY.,SHARP,16,MONSTER,VERY,BIG,111,19REMREM *i,:**** START GAME ******RENPRINT (.HR$(24)PRINTIESCAPEPWIN1PRIM BY A BLACKHAMPR1NiPRiNfPRIM"YO(..i ARE iN A "RS(R)PRINTPRINT" EXITS

OO .

ARE 3K

a

7
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DUCKWORTHHOME COMPUTING
a new series

All books written by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore ComputingInternational, author of two top-selling adventure games for the Commodore64, or by Kevin Bergin. Both are regular contributors to Personal ComputerNews, Which Micro? and Software Review.
EXPLORING ADVENTURESA complete look at the fabulous world of Adventure Games for your computer.Starting with an introduction to adventures, and their early history, it takes yougently through the basic programming necessary before you can start writingyour own games. Inputting information, room mapping, movement, vocabulary,and everything required to write an adventure game are explored in detail.There follow a number of adventure scenarios, just to get started, and finallythree complete listings written especially for your machine, which will sendyou off into wonderful worlds where almost anything can happen. The threegames listed in each book are available on one cassette at E7.95. The completeguide to adventure games: playing, writing and solving them. Peter Gerrard isthe author of Romik's two top-selling adventure games - Fools Gold and Tombof Xeiops:

EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE COMMODORE 64EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE VIC**Two of the games require 16K expansion and the third 32KEXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE SPECTRUM 48K
EXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE ORIC 48KEXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE DRAGONEXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE BBC Model BEXPLORING ADVENTURES ON THE ELECTRON

Other titles in the series include Using the Commodore 64, The Beginner'sGuide to Computers and Computing, Sprites & Sound on the 64, 12 SimpleElectronic Projects for the VIC, Will You Still Love Me When I'm 64,Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on the VIC, Advanced Basic& Machine Code Programming on the 64, as well as Pocket Handbooks forthe VIC, 64, Dragon and BBC Model B.
Write in for a descriptive leaflet (with details of cassettes).

*tit,DUCKWORTHThe Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NIN1 7DYTel: 01-485 3484

0.0°- *

VIC 20 (16K)
TWO FABULOUS ADVENTURES FROMBRILLIANT NEW WRITER PAUL EASTWIZQUEST

1,6.95

E6.95E6.95E6•95f-6.95E6.95

401/41-0/k
GRAPHICAL GAMES ADVENTURE

Your quest is to destroy the Nameless Wizard of Evil wholurks somewhere in the Kingdom of Kymru surrounded byhis army of monsters. You can either Battle or Run fromthese vile creatures, fighting them with strength andmagic. You find treasure as you cross and go into therealm, which you can change for more monster-slayingpower at trading posts (if you can find one), fall into trapsetc. A game of great skill and stategy with 'game save'facility. The above and much more for only E5.

Find two precious stones on your long arduous problem-solving adventure. Take them to the philosopher who willreveal the Secret of Life! More than 28 hazardouslocations. Never mind finding the secret of life — try todiscover your next move! Brilliantly conceived all originaladventure with 'game save' facility. It will take you days, orweeks, to come up with the solution. E 5.
MIKMAG GAMESDept MA, 21 Hollymead, Carshalton,Surrey
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SECRET OF LIFE

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 50% DISCOUNT
•
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ARE YOU READY FORTHE PBM CHALLENGE?
Everybody's a king to his home computer. But areyou ready to take the ultimate challenge of multi-player play-by-mail (PBM) games, controlled byprograms far larger and more sophisticated thanmost home systems can handle? Games for 1 0players. Games for 1 50 players. Battling for the fateof galaxies. Exploring strange, intricately-constructed worlds. Rising to power through alienpolitical systems. Arguing, double-dealing, fightingYour way to victory.FLAGSHIP magazine introduces you to Britain'sfastest-growing hobby, with coverage of everycomputer-moderated game and amazing discountsfor new games, worth over El 0 in every issue! Ifyou'd like to find out more, se'nd 6 for 4 issues (orEl .75 for a sample issue) to:
FLAGSHIP (Dept MA), PO Box 714/Coleshill, Birmingham.
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IF Dlf,R)e, 4>0 THEN PRINT nNORTH
4IF D2(R)e, >0 THEN PRINT 'EASTIF D3M)e. >0 THEN PRINT nSOUIHIF D4M)e, >0 THEN PRINT °WEST nPRINT:PRINT

inPRINTnYOU CAN SEE 4580FOR TO 10590IF L(I)R THEN PRINT TABI‘. );"A600NEXT I610PRINT620PRiNTnWHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO NOW ";630INPUT MS640IF Mli"" THEN GOSUB 1490100T0 420650REM660REM ****** N E S  OR W ******670REM680 %UrNH A N DIF MV>nN" AND MS<>"E" AND NV /n <>'W"THENSiO690IF Mli-L.nNn AND D1M)<>0 THEN R,..D1M):GOT(J420700IF M$7.:.°E" AND D2M)(:).0 THEN R=D2(R):GOTO420710IF MS,: .0. AND D3(R),:>0 THEN R-,D3(R):GOTO420720IF Mliz,°W* AND D4(R)<>0 THEN R=1.14M):GOTO•20730PRINT740PRiNT°YOU CAN NOT GO 3 n;750IF M.Tc,:°N° THEN PRINT" NORTH"760IF MS=RE° THEN PRINTIEASTn770IF M$-..:18' THEN PRINT°SOUTHn780IF M$:::.°Wn THEN PRINT°WESTI790FOR X-,..1T02000:NEXT X800GOTO 420010REM820REM ****** EXAMINE ******830REM840IF MI1(M-i4,17)<>nEXI'IMINE" THEN 970850Pp:[PRINT860LET 1$,,MIDM$799,20)070FOR TO 10880IF T H E N  930890NEXT I900FRINT°I CAN'T SEE A ";1$910FOR X1102000:NEXT X920GOT(3 420930IF R<>L(I) THEN 900940PRIN•n THE ";IS; IS ";CS(I)950FOR X-7-1T02000:NEXT X960GOTO 420970REM920REM ****** GET ******990REM1000IF MID(Mlir1f3)<>1GET1 THEN 11001010LET IV:MID(M$F5f20)1020FOR TO 101030IF i$T$(1) AND T H E N  10601040NEXT I1050GOTO 9001060LET Lc,I)=1001070IF M$-,'GET KNIFE° IHEN Fl.n11080IF M$=°GET KEY" THEN F2.,1MliNGET TIN" Tri-ITN F3-=11083IF Mli,.,RGET WIRE" THEN F57::11085IF M$=°GET GUNn THEN 18001090GOTO 4201100REM1110REM *****4 LOOK ! ******1120REM1130i• MS<>"LOOK° THEN 12501110PRINT CHR$(21)1150PRINT8YOU ARE CARRYING I1160PRINT1170FOR TO 101180IF L(I)<>100 THEN 12001190PRINT TAB(1)  °;T$(1)1200NEXT I1210PRINT:PRINT1220PRINT TAD,:5):"PRESS 'RETURN' 41230INPUT A$1240GOTO 4201250REH1260REM ****** DROP i1270REM1200IF MID(M$y10<>"11ROF" THEN 14101290 rif 4LET I$.,,MIDM$y61300FOR TO 1(1131('1IF Ili-T$C1) (ND L(I)=100 THEN 13701320NEXT I1330PRINT1PRINT1.40 PRINT" YOU HAVE NOT GOT A "0$ A

A Vic 20treasuresafari
From Jullian Marshall-James in Somerset
ON SAFARI is an adventure for the Vic 2016K in which the player must find KingSolomon's treasure.Wild animals inhabit the dark, damp,terrain which you are to explore. Itcontains a variety of locations, some setup with booby traps to hinder you in yoursearch for the treasure. Be warned.Illusions may appear on your path to thetreasure all is not what it seems.

10 REM ON SAFARI20 REM BY J.M.J 2/1/8430 PRINT-YOU ARE AT YOUR BASE CAMP."35 PRINT.YOU ARE JUST LEAUING TO FIND THE TREASURE.•40 PRINTTOSSIBLE EXITS:SOUTH. EAST,WEST
50 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSNS60 IF WSNS60 SOUTH-THEN20020 IF WSNS=•GO EAST-THEN10080 IF WSNS="GO WEST-THEN300SO G0T02215100 PRINT"YOU ARE NOW AT A RIVER CROSSING.-105 PRINT-ACROSS THE RIUER YOU SEE A TREASURE CHEST."108 PRINT-POSSIBLE EXITS:CROSS RIUER,WEST.110 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?-;WSNS120 IF WSNI)=-GO WEST-THEN30130 IF 4/SW-GROSS RIUER-THEN150140 G0T02225150 PRINT-AS YOU CROSS THL-155 PRINT-RIUER YOU ARE ATTACKEDBY PIRANHAS AND155 PRINT-KILLED."160 GOT01000200 PRINT-YOU ARE NOW IN A"205 PRINT-BEAUTIFUL CLEARING.'205 PRINT-YOU SEE:0 GUN,KEY,AMMO"207 PRINT-POSSIBLE EXITS:EAST, NORTH,SOUTH.-210 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";44SNS220 IF WSW---TAKE GUN-THEN1400230 IF WSNS="TAKE AMMO"THEN1500240 IF WSNSTAKE KEY-THEN1500250 IF WSN$:-GO NORTH-THEN30260 IF WSN"GO SOUTH-THEN450220 IF WSNI,=-GO EAST-THEN400280 60102235300 PRINT-YOU ARE NOW INSIDE A DAMP CAUE."305 PRINT-YOU SEE:0 BEAR AND CUB"305 PRINT-POSSIBLE EXITS:SOUTH, EAST.310 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?-;WSNS320 IF WSNS="GO EAST-THEN30330 IF WSNS"GO SOUTH-THEN520340 60T02745400 PRINT-AS YOU WALK ALONG YOU SINK INSOME QUICK SAND AND DIE.•410 GOT01000450 PRINT-YOU ARE IN A EMPTY CLEARING."
455 PRINT"YOU SEE:A FEW ROCKS. POSSIBLE EXITS:NORTH,WEST.-460 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSNI,420 IF WSNI,z-GO NORTH-THEN200480 IF WSN--"GO WEST-THEN650430 60T02255520 PRINT"YOU ARE NOW AT YOUR SUPPLYDEPOT."525 PRINT"YOU SEE:YOUR SUPPLIES. POSSIBE EXITS:NORTH, SOUTH.'530 INPUT"WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSN$540 IF WSNS-.-TAKE SUPPLIES"THEN1200550 IF WSNS,-"GO NORTH"THEN300560 IF WSWGO SOUTH"THEN550520 G0102265550 PRINT-YOU ARE NOW IN A SMALL CLEARING.HERE YOU SET UP CAMP TILL MORNING."655 PRINT"POSSIBLE EXITS:NORTH, SOUTHEAST,WEST."550 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSNS-670 IF WSNS=-GO NORTH-THEN520680 IF WSNS=-GO SOUTH-THEN730690 IF WSNS:7"GO EAST-THEN450700 IF WSKIS-GO WEST"THEN900
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GOTO •20LET L(1):.::RIF M$:,.,"DROP KNIFE" THEN F1IF M$-::"DROP KEY" THEN,0IF M$:.,"DROP TIN" 1HEN F3=0IF M$-::"DROP WIRE" THEN F5.-.:0GOTO 120RUNREM ****** OTHERSREMIFIF

46 Micro Adventurer May 1984

M$<>"OPEN RAT" AND M$<>"CUT RAT" THEN 1490F1=0 THEN PRINT:PRINT" YOU HAVE NOT GOT A KNIFE:GOTO 9101160 PRIN1:PRINT"THERE IS A KEY INSIDE ITS GUTS1170 LET T$(2),,,"KEY":LET C$(2)="A DOOR KEY,1180 LET F2::-1:GOTO 9101490 IF M$<>"OPEN BOX" AND M$(.>"UNLOCK BOX" THEN 15001491 IF F2,,0 THEN PRINT:PRINT"YOU HAVENrT GOT A:GOTO 9101492 F1,,i:PRINT"THERE ARE SOME NUMBERS WRITTEN TN THE BOX!1193 GOTO 9101500 IF M$<>"UNtOCK SAFE" AND M$<>"OPEN SAFE" THEN 15101501 IF THEN PRINT:PRINT"YOU DONrT KNOW THECOMPINATION!":GOTO 9101502 PRINT:PRINT"THERE IS A PIECE OF WIRE IN THE SAFE!"1503 T$(5)="WIRE":C$(5)"STIFF"1504 GOT° 9101510 IF M$<>"FEED MONSTER" AND M$<>"FEAD MONSTER' THEN 15201511 IF F3r.-:0 THEN PRINT:PRINT"YOU HAVN'T ANYTHING TO FEEDWIIHI":GOTO 9101512 F6=1:PRINT:PRINT"THE MONSTER VOMITS AND DIESPAINFULLY!"
1513 C$(10)="DEAD"1511 GOTO 9101520 IF M$(...>"PICK LOCK' AND MT<>"OPEN DOOR" THEN 90001521 IF R<>20 THEN PRINT:PRINT"' COPT SEE A DOOR TOOPENI":GOTO 9101522 IF F1=1 AND F2.%1 AND F5.=1 AND F6=1 THEN 15301523 PRINT:PRINT"I HAVEN PT ANYTHING TO OPEN IT WITH!"1524 GOT(] 9101530 RUM ** FINISHED **1540 PRINT C111:$(21)FOR .1=1 TO 100PRINT'WELL DONE!NEXT I1560 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT1570 PRINT TAB(10);'YOU ESCAPED !1580 GOTO 100001800 REM ** DEAD **1810 PRINT CHR$(21)1815 FOR I-z1. TO 30
1820 PRINT*BAD L(.JCK! ";:NEXT I1830 PRINT:PRINT1840 PRINT TAP(10);"THE GUN WENT OFF IN 'OUR HAND ANDKILLED YOU!"
1850 FOR TO 5
1860 PRINT CHR$(7);:NEXT I1870 GOTO 100009000 REM
9005 REM ****** DO NOT UNDERSTAND ! ******9010 REM9020 PRINT
9030 PRINT"I DO NOT KNOW HOW TO ";M$90.10 FOR X=1 TO 2000:NEXT X9050 GOTO 4209900 REM9905 REM **** INSTRUCTIONS ****9910 REM9920 PRINT CHR$(24)9925 PRINT 1AB(20);NESCAPE — BY A BLACKHAM,"9930 PRINT 1AB(19);9935PRINT:PRINT9940 PRINT"ENTER COMMANDS SUCH AS GO GET OR DROP9945 PRINT9950 PRINIITO GO NORTH JUST ENTER 'N' OR EAST 'ET ECT4N9955 PRINT9960 PRINT'ENTER 'LOOK' TO SEE WHAT YOU HAVE GOT9965PRINT:PRINT99•0 PRINT.PRESS 'ENTER' TO BEGIN.'9975 INPUT 1).19980 RETURN10000 END

710 GOT02275230 PRINT-YOU ARE ON THE BANKS OF A RIUER UP STREAM YOU SEE A WATERFALL.'735 PRINT-POSSIBLE EXITS:NORTH, EAST240 INPUT-WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSN$750 IF WSNS= GO NORTH"THEN550750 IF WSNS----."GO EAST'THEN2000220 G0T02285SOO PRINT-YOU ARE IN A LARGE CLEAR'NG.805 PRINT"POSSIBLE EXITS:EAST."805 PRINT-SUDDENLY YOU ARE ATTAC-KED BYLEOPARDS.810 INPUT"WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSNS820 IF WSN$="SHOOT LEOPARDS-THEN1800830 IF WSNS="GO EAST"THEN550940 60T027951000 PRINT"HO HO,YOU LOSE.NOW TRY AGAIN.
110014001450145015001550155016001650165012001250125018001805OU."1802 GOT010001810 PRINT"LEOPARDS ARE DEAD.1900 GOT08102000 PRINT"YOU ARE AT THE BOTTOM OF A WATERFAUL.-2005 PRINT"BEHIND THE WATERFALL IS A CAUE.2005 PRINT"POSSIBLE EXITS:EAST, CAVE.-2010 INPUT"WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSNS2020 IF WSNS----,"GO EAST"THEN20502030 IF WSNi-z-ENTER CAUUTHEN25002040 G01031.002050 PRINT-YOU ARE ON THE BANKS OF A RTUER.2055 PRINT"POSSIBLE EXITS:NORTH

GOT030
PRINT"YOU NOW HAUE THE GUN."GOT0210OM=1PRINT'YOU NOW HAVE THE AMMO."GOT0210KY1PRINT"YOU NOW HAUE THE KEY."GOT0210SUP=1PRINT"YOU NOW HAUE SUPPLIES.GOT0530IF GU:1THEN1810PRINT"YOU HAUE NO GUN LEOPARDSEPT Y

EAST.7055 PRINT"SUDDENLY YOU ARE ATTAC-KED BYPANTHERS.'2050 INPUT"WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSN$2020 IF 14SN$="60 NORTH"THEN4002080 IF 1.JSNS.7-"GO EAST"THEN4002090 IF WSNS.-SHOOT PANTHERS"THEN22002100 G0T032002200 IF AM=1THEN22102205 PRINT"YOU HAUE NO AMMO YOU ARE EATEN-2207 GOT010002210 GOT020602500 PRINT"YOU ARE IN A CAUE YOU SEE:0LARGE CHEST.-2505 PRINT-POSSIBLE EXITS:WEST.2510 INPUT"WHAT SHALL I DO NOW?";WSNS2520 IF WSNI,=-GO 1JEST"THEN25502530 IF WSNS-r.-OPEN CHEST-THEN75002540 IF WSNITAKE CHEST•THEN22002550 G0T033002550 PRINT"AS YOU LEAUE THE CAUE YOU SLIP AND BREAK YOUR NECK"2570 GOT010002600 PRINT"AS YOU OPEN THE CHEST EUERTHING SPINS,AND-2510 PRINT-YOU ARE BACKAT YOUR COMP,WITH THE TREASURE'2620 PRINT"YOU HAUE FINISHED,WELL CONE!!II
2530 PRINT-NOW TRY AGAIN-•2540 60T0302200 PRINT-AS YOU TAKE THE CHEST A GENIE APPEARS.AND-2705 PRINT-CAST A SPELL ON YOU."2710 GOT010002715 PRINT"CAN'T DO2220 GOT0502725 PRINT-CAN'T DO2730 GOT01102735 PRINT"CAN'T DO274P 701-r2102745 PRINT"CAN'T DO2250 60T03102755 PRINT"CAN'T PO2260 (7-0T04502265 PRINT"CON'T DO THAT"2770 60T05302725 PRINT-CAN'T DO THAT"2790 COT05502785 PRINT-CAN'T DO THAT"2290 GOT02402295 PRINT"CpN'T DO THAT"3000 GOT09103100 PRINT-CAN'T DO THAT-3150 G0T020103200 PRINT-CAN'T DO THAT"3250 G0T020603300 PRINT-CAN'T DO THAT"3350 GOT025103400 STOP

THAT-
THAT-
THAT-
THAT"
THAT"



POPULAR
WEEKLY* CLASSIFIEDS *

* Popular Computing Weeklywas voted magazineof the year by the C.T.A.
* It is Britain's only weekly home computermagazine with a published Audit Bureau ofCirculation sales figure.
* It has a classified section that is now requiredreading for everyone with an interest in smallmicros, or who wants to buy or sell: SOFTWARE* UTILITIES * ACCESSORIES vk SERVICES *

HARDWARE * HIRING,* CLUBS *RECRUITMENT *
• E5 per SCC semi-display,20p per word lineage.
* 6 day copy date.
CALL DIANE DAVIS ON 01437 4343 FORAN IMMEDIATE QUOTE.

Popular Computing Weekly, Sunshine,12/13 Little Newport Street, London WC2R 3L0 NE

SOPHISTICATED GAMES FOR VIC 20
VIC CRICKET. Realistic game of skill and luck with all the major rules of cricket correctlyinterpreted. Ball by ball commentary, full scorecard, printer and game save facilities.Needs 16K expansion f5.99.*LEAGUE SOCCER. League championship game for 2 to 22 teams/players. Automaticfixtures, full action commentaries, match facts. League tables, results check, postponedgames, etc. Non league matches also playable — the VIC will even make the cup draw.Printer and game save. Needs 16K expansion. £5.99.•WHODUNNIT? Twelve guests have gathered for drinks at Murder Manor. However oneof them has more than drinks on his mind. Thrilling detective game for 1 to 6 players,with genuinely different murder every time. You can even re-name the suspects! Needs8K expansion. £4.99.•TOP OF THE POPS. Money making game about the music business. Make your ownrecords and see them climb the chart. Printer and game save facilities. Needs 8Kexpansion. f4•99•*VIC PARTY 4. Contains MASTERWORD, A DAY AT THE RACES, GAME X (StripPoker), and CONSEQUENCES. Four games ranging from the serious to the ridiculous.All good fun -- nothing offensive. Needs at least 3K expansion. £5.99.•
Available soon for the Commodore 64.SOPHISTICATED GAMES, Dept. MA, 27 Queens Road,Keynsham, Avon BS18 2NQ. Tel 02756-3427.
WRITE FOR DETAILS OF OUR FULL RANGE.
*P&P free (U.K.) only. All games sold subject to our conditioins of sale, which areavailable on request.

Football ManagerDesigned by Kevin Toms
Some of the features of the game:* Matches in 3D graphics* Transfer market * Promotion andrelegation * F.A. Cup matches *Injury problems * Full leaguetables * Four Divisions

WHY PAY FULL PRICE?
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER:

COMMODORE 64C5.00 EACH (Free Delivery)TRANSYLVANIAN TOWERSHIP OF THE LINEEVEREST ASCENTSUPER SPY
DRAGON 32f 5.00 EACH (Free Delivery)TRANSYLVANIAN TOWERSUPER SPY

ALL AT £5.00 (inc. p&p)TWO FOR £9.00

Atilt

ZX81 Chart
Home Computing Weekly1.8.83 andlilli83.

SPECTRUM 48KE5.00 EACH (Free Delivery)TRANSYLVANIAN TOWERSUPER SPYEVEREST ASCENTINVINCIBLE ISLANDDEVILS OF THE DEEPSHIP OF THE LINE

Simply state which games and which machine on the hack of your cheque orpostal order, payable to Adventuresoft, or clip details to cash. FAST DESPATCHGUARANTEED.
ADVENTURESOFT32 High Street, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2AZ.

r TheNalt 4 60 04'Pt ? N

+
go4FootballGame

* Pick your own teamfor each match. * Asmany seasons as youlike * Managerialrating * 7 skill levels* Save game facility.

Comments about the game from press and our customers."FOOTBALL MANAGER is the best game I have yet seen on theSpectrum and my personal favourite of all the games on any micro To the ordinaryperson it is an excellent view of what can be done in the field of computer gamesThe crowning glory of this game is the short set pieces of match highlights which show littlestick men running around a pitch, shooting, defending and scoring It is a compulsivegame but people who cannot take game sessions of 9 hours or so, which happened on onehappy Sunday, will be grateful to know that there is a 'save to tape' option. FOOTBALLMANAGER has everything it could The originator. Addictive Games, certainly deserve thename " Rating:19 20 (Practical Computing - August 1983).
From software stockists nationwide, inc

Prices. Spectrum 48K to 95LX81 16K E5.95
'N B 3D GRAPHICS APE NOT INCLUDEDIN THE ZXEI• VERSION)Oversew, omen odd ti 50

10 order Dv moil )p&p free) sendhrsclues or postol excipy,Addictive Games7A RICHMOND HILLBOURNEMOUTH I3H2 6HE
Dealers' For urgent stocks sendyour headed notepaper direct toour address.

48K SPECTRUM £5.50COMMODORE 64 £6.50

48K SPECTRUM CHALLENGEFROM INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD

48K SPECTRUM £5.5048K SPECTRUM E5.50BBC MODEL B £6.50

alk SPECTRUM CHALLENGEFROM INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LID

48K SPECTRUM £5.5048K SPECTRUM £5.50

P fiCTR UM INCENTIVE)OR DIRECT FROMAVAILABLE FROM LEADING DEALERS EVERYWHERE Incentive Software Ltd, 54 London St,
Reading RG1 4SO (0734) 591678
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Format 40/80 Club (BBC disc user group 5 Marsh Street,Bristol BS1 4AA. Adventure situation always included withmonthly club disc. Sample issue E5.50. State drive format.
48K SPECTRUM. The Dragonstar Trilogy. Parts I toClassic Adventures, only E4.95 each! From Delta 4Software, The Shieling, New Road, Swanmore, HantsSO3 2PE.
SAVE EEE ON SOFTWARE! FOR FREE LISTS SEND SAETODAY TO: ACS., PO BOX AT 15, ANTRIM, COUNTYANTRIM, BT41 1LT. (Please state computer model, eg:Spectrum, C64.)
TRADEWIND Graphic adventure for the 48K Spectrum.Make a fortune sailing and trading in the coral islands. Riskyour life among pirates and sharks! Avoid reefs, weatherstorms and outwit the local traders. E5 fromWDSoftware(M), Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, al.CBM 64 PROGRAMS on disk: Witness, Deadline E20 each.on cassette Colossal Adventure, Adventure Quest E5 each.Telephone 0492 30250 after 6 p.m.
SPECTRUM OWNERS. Our software club has a completerange of cassettes from Digital Fantasia, R. Shepherd, Articetc. Plus hundreds of pounds worth of other games andadventure programs. No rental charges. We also buyoriginal tapes for half normal retail prices. Send list of tapesfor sale or for more information send cheque or P.O for 50pto: Spectrumcette, Windermere, Cherrywood Road,Loughlinstown, County Dublin, Ireland.

E0.20 MAC E0.60
_

£0.80
1 00 £1.20 (2_1 4C C1.6•

E1.80 £2.00 £220 £2.40
E2.60 U.8C 00 [320
£3.40 E3.60 E3.80 E4•00
S_'4_20 ELIA() Please continue on a separate sheet of oaoet

AA.C.S.Addictive GamesAdventuresoftAndromeda SystemsApplications
BethuneBeyond SoftwareBlack Donald's
Channel 8
D.A.0 C.Delta 4Duckworth
FFlagshipFormat 40180
Gilsoft
Imperial SoftwareIncentive SoftwareInterface PublicationsIntrigue Software
LegendLevel 9
MikMag Games
0Orion Data
Penguin BooksPhipps Associates
Red Shift
Salamander SoftwareShards SoftwareR. Shepherd SoftwareSophisticated GamesSpacersSpectrumcette
W.D. SoftwareWhite Dwarf
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COLONISTS OF PROCYON
A very exciting Space Adventure for the BBC Micro (32K)Features: —Text CompressionContinuous Colour display of Inventory etc.Save-and Load Game routines.Cassette f 5-4 5, 40 track Disc f 6-95 inclusive.From: - ANDROMEDA SYSTEMS,14, York Avenue, Sandiacre Nottingham NG10 5H13.

1111M NMI
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AD INDEX

EN ME OEM MI EN EN ME EN EN MO ME NM INN MEI Ell MN mu mmi EN NEI mon mum Am nor tawHere's my classified ad.
(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.)

alb tam

make this  w o r d s ,  at 20p per word so I enclose E
Name
Address

Telephone
Please cut out and send this form to: Classified Department, Micro Adventurer, 12-13 Little Newport Street,London WC2R 3LD

Itom mit min mu mui EN NE Imo mo Emu mo im Imo EN moo min mlo NE Em 11•1 mg 1m EN moi EN mom Imo im EN mill



A LETTER came recentlyfrom Irene Feeney, ofBasildon in Essex: "I have justcompleted adventure 200, byFoilkade, following a pleafor help in your column.Most letters I received wereasking for help, realising that Ihad got further. However, itis a long and complicatedadventure, and I would like tooffer help to anyone whocares to write, enclosing anSAF
Would it be possible,through your column, tothank Dougie Nisbet, JohnPrice and Alan Frampton,who helped and swappedinformation.'
Of course it would, Irene,and I'm glad that you gotenough help to finish theadventure. This is what theAdventure Contract pageshould be aboutadventurers, having solved all,or even part of a toughprogram, sharing theirexperiences with others whomay be struggling along the'same path, albeit somedistance behind.If you would like Irene tooffer you help, write to herat: 16 Surrey Way, LaindonWest, Basildon, Essex SS156PS.
Incidentally, spare athought for this poor writerand let me know of anyadventures that you havesolved, on any machine, and

MICRO Spectrum 48K Adven-ture The Hobbit ProblemHow to find the boat; how toget the ring; how to get tolaketown? Name StephenWood Address 81 GlenauonRd, Birkenhead, Merseyside,L43 ORD.MICRO Spectrum 48K Adven-ture The Hobbit ProblemHow do you avoid beingkilled by pale, bulbous eyesName B Churchill Address 172Mackenzie Rd, Beckenham,Kent.MICRO Spectrum 48K Adven-ture The Hobbit ProblemHow do you get: Thrain's•key; out of the goblin'sdungeon and the dragon?Name David KingdomAddress I Tavern Close,Beetley, Dereham, Norfolk,NR20 4BN.MICRO Spectrum 48K Adven-ture The Hobbit Problem Is itpossible to open the port-cullis? Name June Rowe,Address 46 Hurdon Way,I aunceston, Cornwall.

\F\
If you need advice orhave some to offerwrite to Tony Bridge,Adventure Help, MicroAdventurer, 12-13 LittleNewport St, LondonWC2R 3LD

f-IL

your solutions. In this way Ican give even more help toother readers.And, to prove my point,here is a letter from TonyDing, of Wickford, Essex. Hea is an Oric owner, and givessome valuable advice to otherOric adventurers. Theprogram is Tevrog'sKingdom, from CableSoftware. Says Tony: "Youmay find in your travels alarge bag containing severalitems. This bag has the strangeability of being able to holdan enormous amount. Also,there is a large box, which hasto be forced open with acrowbar, which has the sameability."Now on to Level 9'sColossal Adventure. Topacify the rather athletic bear:NFUE / NELD / OHCI IKMCS / HAAN / IDNW
MICR() Commodore 64Adventure Twin KingdomValley Problem With what doyou kill the dragon in thedesert king's castle? NameDavid O'Neill Address 15Brokside Rd, Caton n rLancaster, Lancs.MICRO Vic 20 AdventurePirate Cove Problem How doyou open the chest and howdo you get to treasure island?Name Andy Stubbs Address 95Denvill Cres, Crossacres,Wythenshawe.MICRO Vic 20 AdventureCurse of the WerewolfProblem Can't get past thezombie with the staff but thestaff is rarely on my side ofthe river Name Paul KingAddress 122 Balnagasic Circle,Torry, Aberdeen.MICRO BBC B AdventureCastle of Riddles ProblemHow to survive on the boatafter the hang glider ride NameGraham Francis Address 32Mannineford Close, Win-chester, Hants.

/WIIC /THHE / KSET/YHSE
"In IJK Software's FantasyQuest, The Wizard isbefriended by the wand, also,you must keep the rope untilyou're finished otherwisedisaster will strike."I would be grateful ifanyone can tell me where thepirate's chest is in ColossalAdventure since I'm goingmad looking for it."Well, Tony (Black Rider),help is, I hope, at hand.You'll find the chest once youhave been robbed. When thishappens, the pirate whips yourtreasure away to his chest. Tofind it, go to "the samemaze". A diagonal move (eg,NE or SW), will bring you tothe orange column, andyou'll find the chest nearby.Staying with ColossalAdventure, June Rowe, fromADVENTURE CONTACT

rill" MOON SIMON OWNS IMMO IMMO IMMO
MIMS IMMO =MEMO MI

MEMSIM Min

Launceston, Cornwall, hasoffered a few cryptic clues forother adventurers who may bestuck. To open the clam: "It'sno good pouring water on ashellfish so pour it where it'sneeded (in a pit). A long Trekthen to refill — don't beselfish •-- you'll be rewarded,take my word for it. Now,before you start the climb,just pop next door to getsome oil. This detour savesyou travelling time and showsda way to git da poil."Please forgive theBrooklynese in the last line,couldn't think of a suitablerhyme for oil."I am stuck on EspionageIsland, From Artic: where doI find beads to give to thenative woman?"Never mind about theBrooklynese, June, I lived inBrooklyn for five years anddat sounds great ta me! To getda beads for da goil sorry,the beads, don't y'know forthe young lady, you must feelaround in the corner of thewrecked plane, then pull thestring. Incidentally, I hopethat you are over 18 — you'llneed to be over a certain ageto play certain adventures ifsome politicians have theirway. Ever heard anything soridiculous?
Happy adventuring. I hopethe prand Elf and I can givesome more help next month.Now, to the Contacts.

MEERNENE MEM

I HAVE YOU BEEN staring at the screen for days, or given 1I up in disgust, stuck in an adventure whose problems seemI insurmountable? Adventure Contact may be the answer.1 This column is designed to put adventurers in touch with one1  Ianother. When you're stumped a fellow adventurer may beable to help •--- and you may be able to solve other people'sproblems. If you are having difficulties with an adventure,fill in this coupon and send it to Adventure Contact, MicroAdventurer, 12/13 Little Newport St, London WC2R 3LD.We will publish Adventure Contact entries each month inthis special column.
Micro
Adventure
Problem

Name
Address
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C [P [,ctrourrucoN1
Tony Roberts testsyour skill — sendyour answers toCompetition Corner,Micro Adventurer,12-13 Little NewportSt, London WC2R3LD
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Fortune offered inreturn for Tisch'sprecious 0 ring•

This month Orion Data gives youthe chance to keep abreast of newtechnology. Its Micro Commandspeech recognition unit allows youto input spoken commands intoyour Spectrum via a microphone(included in the package). AndOrion Data is offering a completeunit free to each of the threecompetition solvers who devisesthe most appropriate tie-breaker.
IT SEEMS rather a shame tospoil your fun, but Tisch, theblack dragon, has managed tomaterialise this jewelencrustedobject right into the centre ofthe luxuriously appointedcave where she keeps you, anot too unwilling prisoner.She has the first three RunicRings and here is the fourth, ifyou can manage to remove it.It's simple really. Just removetwo of the D-shaped loops,place them together and the Dring will be reformed. Asusual you can keep the un-wanted jewels.One word of warning: ifone of the unmatched Dloops is removed before theD ring is formed, the entireobject will simply case toexist.Of course you do event-ually manage to put the ringtogether successfully becauseyou can see that the jewelstones on the two segmentsthat form it follow a simplelogical sequence. Which arethey?Your entry must arrive bythe last working day in May.The winners and solution willbe published in the July issue.You may enter only once.Entries will not be acknow-ledged and we cannot enterinto correspondence on theresult.The winner of the Marchcompetition was StevenBrooks, of High Wycombe,Bucks.The solution to the mazewas the third block from theleft on the bottom row. Thelogic is no group of threeadjacent boxes shall be allmarked white or black; squareor triangle, A or B.• As a tie-breaker completethe following sentence in 30words or less: "I want toinput speech using OrionData's Micro Commandbecause ."
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TIRED of endless baffles ittifit ores?C011114SE0 by ittiomittable corridors anddw.Liuz„1liminess caves? 100)BORED by aft file same old adttettfures?Try Ti*

1

ingL of ttiorand

Iwo new and difieteni adveniures horn Salamander Sollware.
in WitigS 07 WAR you play LI. Roger Witcoe, retuclanihero. The lime is flovember 19112 — you musi parachule inkoccupied fiance, disguised as a german Officer, infitirale asemi arms taboralory hidden in a chaleau, sled Ilse plansand Me proiolype of a new bomb, and make good yourescape back lo ROGER WittOESki, of Wings 01 War.
3: THE CRleitetWOOD MODEM', you, Arnold Q.Volesitangter ihe NM heir lo ihe Volesirangter (Mune, findyoursell bored oul of your mind and looking for something lodo unlit lite laundrelle opens. There's nothing for ii bui ivleave your padded cell and search the wilds ol London,Moscow, Hanoi and Wigan for Ike elusive Holy Granor ior sheep ol a sensifiue disposilion.Tape dieplicalion
*MAWS nASnj b y  DATACCONE.nei Me Oar of Me Cricklewood Incident

yoursell for only t'1.95 each.
Please add 50p p&p lo all orders. Send A5 SAE fo, full calatogsse.

Cheques Of posiat orders payable lo:

eFTL1JflFE
1? &Pio& road, Brighlon, BM 311#1 Telephone: erighion (0213) 171942Look /or these other new releases from Salamander SollwareDRAGON DRS (sophislicaled dalabase) L'111.95TURTLY 4Rtames (Educalional & fun) L'9.95

Now available ate UC1SiOnS of MO hes! selling 131 Rigid Simulalor for 88C disk and ACORti Elecifen.

$i%1
fr/;%'•% :‘%s%**,t

BBC — EAGLE (original arcade aclion) L'195BBC/ELECTROtt - TURBO COMPMER (BASle compiler) .0.95



, SENSATIONAL ADVANCE IN•l1PUTER GAME TECHNOLOGY'

Easily programmed voice controlSensitive to individual voice printsInstant response on screenYour attention can stay on the screennot on the contras
ZX Spectrum

A A


